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COMMISSIONER GILMAN'S PLANS.
In a recent interview with Commissioner Gilman he outlined his future
Smith & Mwhiniet.
MAIS*.
"SPEED TI1K PlOW."
>,»1TH PARIS,
policy in a very intelligent and comprehensive manner. Ile says it is his intenCorrertiion'l nee on practical agricultural toplci • tion in the work of his important de•lues, mill work. Ρ
^ aQl) drtVle ma<le anil
Is solicite*!
A· Mres» all communications In
0
partment to endeavor to unify all the
an·» threshing malV
**■
lenletl for this» department to IIenkit D
fiialrt1^·
# jf,» win i% presse*·
V*®"
agricultural organizations of the state in
Agricultural Editor Oxfonl Dem
illllW'ff
etc neatly an>l promptly reoc rat, Paris, Me.
one grand and persistent effort for the
ulylngdouetooMer.
good of every branch of our varied agriWHAT FARMERS NEED MOST.
culture. In other words, to employ a
»
Ι,ΒΕΚΤ D PARK.
new term now much used in the business
KNOWLEDGE, TU Κ SCIENCE OF FARM world, he is to be the agent in bringing
Licensed Auctioneer,
ΙΝΟ AND
THE ADOPTION OF SCIENabout a great "merger" for the good of
MAIS*.
SOUTH PARIS.
TIFIC
METHODS
MORE
THOUGHT
Maine farming. To this end he will
Terni» M.slerate.
ABOUT THEIR WORK.—NEED OF EARLY recognize the importance of every agency
I'AKKKR.
*
TRAINING.
nisB**
in the state having for its object the imLaw.
provement of our agriculture. The exUtorneye an-1 Counsellor· at
What the farmer needs must is tc periment station'and its officers, the col*ains
rIMFORD FALLS.
know more ami think more about hit lege of agriculture of the University of
work. Every one has heard of the old Maine and its faculty, the state pomoman who carried his grist to the mill
logical society, the state dairymen's
with a stone in one end of the sack, to association, the state poultry and pet
L. BUCK.
|1
balance it over the horse's back. As a stock association, the agricultural press
Surgeon Dentiet,
class, farmers are carrying their sack* —are to be recognized as helpers, and
to mill with stones in them.
MAINE.
There art the forces of each are to be subsidized in
SOUTH PARI».
too many losses by unscientific methods. the splendid work which Commissioner
All my beat wur·1 vraiTante-l.
out.
Considering the scope of agriculture, the Gilman is now engaged in mapping
work of no small dimensions, but
average farmer has less preparation foi It is a
,,ΚΑΤίυ WOODBURY. A.M.. M.D..
his calling than has the machinist, th« it is one, the importance of which is fully
lie has the
architect
or the lawyer. Agriculture is understood by Mr. Gilman.
A
Surgeon,
Physician
its place as one of the good judgment to comprehend what is
rapidly
taking
MAIN·.
it
-OUTH PARIS.
sciences. Through the introduction ol wanted and the enthusiasm to carry
so far as
w.l resl-lence. Η High Street.
machinery ami more systematic methods out. lie is determined that all differthe hard manual labor connected with is possible to accomplish it,
^ r.sstiiH.
farming fifty years ago is being super- ences, all rivalries between organizations,
seded in a degree by more brain work. all individuality shall be absorbed in the
Attorney at Law,
Increased competition and loss of soil greater whole for the good of Maine agriin whatsoever
sorway,
fertility have each, in a way, made new culture and Maine farmers
Our
problems for the up to date farmer to branch they may be interested.
solve. Iu spite of the so-called de- fruit growing, stock raising, dairying,
interest
'l.ΑΥΤΟΝ Κ. BROOKS,
pression in agricultural pursuits, those crop production and every other
is to receive a due share of attention,
who have studied closely and
kept
in
Attorcey at Law.
abreast of the times have won even and what is best ani authoritative
be given to the
Notary Public.
greater success than the best farmers of these branches is to
MAINE
other days. It is not the need of more farmers at the institutes and through
SOUTH PARIS.
the annual
colleges and investigators. Also much the quarterly bulletins and
•
■·«»·
is
done to disseminate
reports.—Turf, Farm and Home.
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A RARE CHANCE FOR SOMEONE.

1
particular· an tenu· Inquire of
W1L903 a «BAY, *». «·»'»·M KING near the premises.

for
or

\OTKE OK lOHKCLUM HK.
Whereas, Eben Wentworth, then of Green.
n<w de
w«>d, In the Countv of Oxforl,
the
ceased, by his mortgage deed, dated
in
recorded
and
Marc1·, 1!**»,
t!i «lav ôf
"xfurl Registry of Deed·, bock 3(3, p«ge 144.
oar.
a
certaiu
.mveved to me, the UB>ler»l|Mil,
In
• el of real estât·· situated lit said Greenwuol,
-a'd li urtly. and bounded as IbHuWi: lielug the
con
li.mie-tciid farm of uM Fl>en Wentworth
Indeed, scarcely a day
! economically.
-Mil!.· of two lot» of Ian 1. «11.: lot niim'er
lot passes but the farmer can do something
four I, In trie ninth (!)) ran^e of lot-, an I
better or can economize
numl«red three !3) In -aatd ninth (S>) raDg>
situated In the north half of sai I town.
knowledge gained by trained observation
And whereas, the condition οΓ said mortgage
lia.·. Iieen broken, now th· refore, by reason of 1 and book helps.
a
claim
1
thereof
The modern fanner must be a business
the b'each of the condition
foree'o-ure of said mortgage.
man.
years ago
19USÎ.
i5.
Maine,
April
Ureenwuod.
off the farm, and littlt
little was
ΚI "WARD W. PES LEY,
.lame» S. Wright, his Attorney.
The specialization of work
was bought.

by utilizing

Fifty
soïil

comparatively

By

has made more exchange, and a new
PHOBATF. JIOTICES.
order of business knowledge is demandEstai·
of
the
In
either
To all |<ereon» Interested
ed that the farmer may buy economically
hereinafter named :
aud sell to the best advantage. In planAt a Probata Court, held at Tart·, tn an<i
of
fur the County of t »xford, on the thirl Tuesday
ning his crops he has to study the detlu>usan<
one
Lord
our
of
In
the year
April,
mands of the markets. The city trade
The following matte:
utuc hundred and two.
thereupot is becoming more exacting, and he has
.ulng ΐΗ,-en presented for the action
< >Kt>kKKl> :
It
U
to cater to the tastes and fancies of his
hereby
hereinafter lndlcate<l.
lr>
That notice thereof be given to all person*
customers, both as to the quality ami
to be
orler
this
of
a
ten-ted, by causing copy
Ox
the appearance of the things he produces.
L-ul.U-.he·I three weeks successively In the
Due of the conspicuous needs of the
fori l>eiu·* rat, a newspaper published at Soutl
η
at
that
appear
nay
they
In
nld County,
Pari·,
1 farmer to-day is to adapt himself to his
t'robate Court to be held at said Parts, on th·
One section of the counthird Tuesday of »ay, A. l>. l'JOi, at « of the environment.
If
clock In th·· forenoon, and be heart thereon
try will develop superior advantages for
they see cause.
raising a certain class of products,
I KEN A A. UILLMAN, late of Taris, de necessitating a change in the husbandry
• eased.
Will and petition for probate tliereol
where these thiugs were formerly grown.
and the appointment ot himself as admlnl-4rato·
J
The West has outstripped the East in
with wllf nnuexed, presented by William
Ku' Wl on.
grain growing and those in the latter
section who have failed to modify their
FLORINDA Β PKTTING1LL. Kte of Hart
of
rotation have suffered from ruinous comfori, deceased. Petition for 'he appointment
Janes W. Llbby as a luilnls:r.itoi presented bj
petition.
said Llbby, a creditor.
There is evidence that farmers do dot
SAR\H K. DfcSHON, late of C'aeton, de
think enough about their work, in that
Petition for Ucen-e to convey rea!
«eased.
In
they stick to some hard and fast system
estata ace..r ling to a bond given >>y deceased
of farming that prevails in the section in
her life time, presented by the executors.
which they live. Variations of soil and
ELI/A A TILToN, late of Bucklield, de
ceased. First and dual accouut presented for subsoil and location as to markets will
allowance by Cillbert Tdton.
demand changes from the ordinary rotaHARRIET V CLIFFORD,'ate of Parts, <le tion of crops. A farm, by its topography
of
I
ceased. Petition for orler of distribution
i>r by water facilities,
may have advanlialance remaining In his hands presented by
tages for some particular line of fariuiug
James S. Wright, administrator.
different from that of places about it.
1.ΥΜΛΝ l>. SMALL, late of Anlov.r, te
The business farmer tinds it necessary
•-eased. Ftr«t and tioal account presented for
admlnl-lrator.
F.
Small,
allowance by orange
to-day to know how to organize clubs
aud
how to co-operate. Many communideHERBERT Ο EMMONS, late cf Paris,
ceased. I'etltlon for allowance out of personal !1 ties are iu a backward condition because
widow
estate presented by Annie L. Euiiuons,
they have not taken advantage of the
MART H. MflNTI RE, warl. Petition for] benefits offered by united effort in buyented
license to sell and convey real estate pre
ing and selling. When a co-operative
t«y fierce E. Wheeler, guardian.
enterprise among the farmers meets with
Dtxlteld.
of
CHARLES M. CHASE, warl.
failure it is customary to say that they
First and final account presenter! for allowance
But
are lacking in business ability.
by W. S. Chase, guartlan.
Experience and
they are learning.
KTHEL HOtGHTON. warl, of Paris. Ac- 1
reading are teaching them what they
count pre ented for allowance by M. M. llou*h
need in that direction. Such an organiton, guardian.
zation as the Five States Milk Producers'
ADDISON E. HERR1CK,
Association is an educational institution,
Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest:—
even though it should finally fail in the
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
immediate purpose for which it was
started. Under its direction more than
NOTICE.
milk shipping
a score of co-operative
The subscriber* hereby give notice that they
stations have been started, and not one
have been duly appointed administrators of the I
has been a failure. In every instance
e-tate of
SARAH A. JONES, late of Oxfort,
they have been the means of increasing
In the County of Oxforl, deceased, and given
the price of milk to the farmer.
bonds as the law directs. Alt persons having
The point that we make for largei
demand.-· against the estate of said deceased are
an·',
'It-Hire·I to present the same for settlement,
knowledge among farmers is not to th*
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
end of tiuancial gain alone. "To gathei
meut Immediately.
JOHN H JONES,
gear by every wile that's justitied by
DODGE.
I.
HARRY
honor" is the rule that prevails, bui
April 15th, lMK.
what availeth it if he may not pause oc
aoncK.
casioually and enjoy the beauty of the
The subscrilier hereby give* notice that he has I
of his fel
ls^-η dulv appointe·! executor of the last will commonplace and the society
and testament of
low beings? Some one has said that th»
Buckfleld.
of
CLARINDA M. HOOPER, late
farmer needs to be good. That is foi
In the County of Oxforl, deceased, and given
All persons having all men, but is there nota dullness pecu
l>on Is a· tne law directs.
lemands against the estate of said deceased art liar to rural life that in particular need:
desired to present the some for scUjffneot. and to be exorcised-.' Good roads, free mai
*11 Indebted thereto are requested to make pa>
delivery and farm telephones are coming
ment Immediate!v.
VIRGIL P. D«' <>9TER.
Then with a little planning to mak<
Apri, 15th, IMtK.
home more pleasant, with sociability ant
ΜΠΦΒ.
books, the life of the farmer may be tin
The subscriber hereby gives notice tha. be
of any in comfort if not in monej
has been duly appointé·! executor of the last equal
will and testament of
LoRANA KEENE, late of Ruckdeld,
In the County of < 'xforl, decease·I, and given
AU persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
'leslred to present the same for settlement, and
*11 Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment 1mm«>ltatelv.
ALFUKD COLE.
April 15th, 1*Η.

niotic£.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly
appointed administrator of
tiie estate of
MtKSE-S K. SPAILD1SU, late of Sumner,
in tne County of « xforl, decease· 1, and given
bonds u the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deeeaaed
M· 'lettre·! to present the same lor settlement,
»nd all Indebted thereto are requested to make
pavtnent Immediately.
LEWIS a. BIS BEE.
April 15th, l*U.

getting.

What farmers don't need is so mucl
advice from political agitators who havi
hobbies to ride or axes to grind. The;
place false ideals before the tillers of th
soil and stir up a spirit of discontent
No one has an easy task before him
Ask a man in any walk of life, and h<
will say that his work is the hardest
But the farmer who looks beneath th<
surface of things will tlnd an interest ii
his daily work which no other cailinj
It is lifted thereby above th
can give.
plane of drudgery, and success in it wil
be measured not by material gain alone
but by that enjoyment which come
from

knowledge.—Jiew York Tribune.
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DEVELOPING THE COLT.
The future usefulness of the colt depends upon nothing so much as the feed
during the first year of its life. To be
useful in any way a horse must have
good bones, and, above all, good joints.
Bones are built, like the rest of the body,
from the feed consumed by the young
animal, and if the food does not contain
the elements essential to the growth of
bone it is evident that there will be a
weakness in this part of the organism.
The milk from the dam contains a large
proportion of the most necessary mineral
substances, such as lime; but the colt
seems to require much more in a short
time and may be seen trying to supplement this limited supply by taking occasional mouthfuls of soil.
Probably no materials at the farmer's
disposal contain more mineral or bone
forming material than bran and oats,
and the colt should have plenty of these
and good clover hay from the start. It
is quite safe, as a rule, to give as much
as two quarts of these concentrates mixed per diem as soon as the colt can be
taught to eat them, aud this may be
gradually increased. The colt's temperament and character should be closely
studied, however, aud the ration gauged
accordingly. These concentrates and
clover hay, being rich in proteiu, or tlesh
forming material, induce rapid development of muscle, sinew and tendon, as
well as bone, and the right kind of feed,
and nature will do the rest, so far as
bodily development is concerned.—Canadian Experiment Station.

doorway.

Mcllvaine— Merry Christmas. girls!
(He sees the
Oho. madcap Kitty!
mistletoe in her hat and kisses her

heartily.»

Morris (not observing the mistletoe)—
Ah.' Λ siKOlal privilege. I suppose. I
mightn't hope for the same, Miss
Bates?
Miss Bates—Not

without some en-

couragement.
Morris—Oh-ah—certainly not.

Moll vaine—Don't you see any encouragement, old man, lu the—er—atmos-

phere?

Morris (noting Miss Bates' frigid
manner and forbidding face)—No; I
can't say that 1 do.
Miss Bates—Of course he doesn't.
Why should he? And yet It's a telling situation. Good gracious. Edith!

Who gave you this painting?
Mrs. Mcll value- -Oh! That's one of
the exigencies of the occaslou. Christmas Isn't all beer and skittles.
Miss Bate.H-Wbat an awful looking
child! Its tlesh Is blue.
Morris—Where It isn't green.
Miss Bates—And that pink poodle Is

Morris—Very few would be enough.
Mcllvaine—Ha. ha! .lohn. you're real
funny today. Come off your perch.
Bert. We've jrot to do the dining room
uext. (Ile takes the ladder and goes

Harrington
out to the dining room.
follows with a pile of greens.)
Mrs. Mcllvaine—I'll bring the holly
wreaths. Will you help me. Mr. Hen
derson? Oh. thank you! (Tlie.v go out.
leaving Miss Hates and Xlr. Morris
alone.)

Miss Ha tec—Mr. Morris. I want to
thank you for that beautiful picture
you seut uie. It is one I have wanted
for ever so long, and I'm .«> glad to
have it.

Morris (taking her by the elbows and
geutly pushing her backward until she

stands under the mistletoe)—! won't
rtcelve my thanks anywhere Tut here,
and 1 want them in deeds, not words.
Kitty, those people may be back any
minute. There Isn't time now for η
formal proposal, but—won't you let me
be "the last man that shall kiss you

under the mistletoe?"
Miss Hates—You might have l>een
the first, too. If you hadn't been so
stupid. Jack, didn't you see this mistletoe in my hat?
Morris (observing It for the first
time)—No. my darling, but that Is only a proof of my affection for you. for
love is blind.

"THE CUCKOO'S TEARS."
λ

Lfgrnd of the Land of the Ceare

Thnt Dpnla With Magic, Love and
Ilapplnp·· and One Reeolt of the

Fatal Feminine Tongue.

Ono warm Sunday afternoon the Tillage maidens assembled to Lathe In the
r:\rr. They took o!t' their kerchiefs and

their coronet headdresses, seated themselves on the bank to cool off and bealone sat
san to gossip. Oue maiden
silent. Frobya, an orphan, poor, but
beautiful, with fair skin and eyes as
blue as the gentian. which the Russians call "the flight of the falcon." So
the other girls began to tease her:
"Have you no dearly beloved friend,
Froslnya? Who is he. where is he? Is
he handsome, is he richV"
"Where should a poor girl get a rich
and handsome young lover? Yonder

And all this she promised, with
Then her husband escorted her to the dam. At the end of
three days she was to come to the same
spot and cry "Cuckoo!" thrice, wheremeet
upon he would swim at once to
her.
She kept her oath, but her friends
coaxed and questioned the children.
lived.

fearful oaths.

The boy to all queries replied simply,
"I don't know." But the girl told everything. This was all the envious gossips wanted. They ran and told ail to
their husbands and brothers, who immediately ran to the dam and uttered
the magic words. And when the czar
appeared they beat him to death. But
before he died he contrived to say to
Frosya: "I have to thank thee, my dear
wife, that I am uow come to my death
through thee and my daughter. Henceforth fly thou ever as a gray cuckoo

ever my call, 'Cuckoo!
In sadness of heart from early spring
until St. Teter's day [St. Fetor's day,
Juue 29 (July 12, 0. S.)], and from that
day forth may every bird, both great
and small, beat thee and pursue thee.
And mayest thou, my daughter, my betrayer, be turned into a nettle bush,
and may that weed, the fiery, forever
burn thine eyes wheresoever thou may-

and repeat thou

be, that thou mayest weep forever,
remembering thy father's death. But
to my loyal son, who kept his father's
command, I make this bequest: That

est

he

shall

the

be

bird

beloved

which

daisy.
Fanernla In Greece.
dwells and sings in gardens and amid
Mcllvalue—Why. that's ImpressionisForeigners «re always shocked ut the shady groves for the Joy of luippy peotic. Your low natures can't appreciate
who
spectacle of α Greek funeral. It Is a ple, for the consolation of those
high art. Ah! (to Mr. Henderson, who
which most people desire to weep, the nightingale."
spectacle
Merry
enters with Bert Barrlngton.)
And from that day forth the Russian
avoid, because the body of the dead is
Bert!

Hello.
Christmas, old fellow!
Help tue hang
You're just In time.
these greens, will you?
Barrlngton-Sure. Merry Christmas.
Mi-s. Mcll vaine! (Ile sees mistletoe In
Well, I'll be blessed!
Kitty's bat.>

Hood Farm

Calf Scour Cure

Hood Farm

Digestive Powder

A constant and observing reader of the
Farmer in writing upon other matter*
A pepsin preparation which aidsi
says: "In urging Maine farmers to plant
every kernel of field corn possible this digestion, creates an appetite, and
The
year the possibility of another light keeps calves from shrinking.
crop in the #West should not be over- perfect combination for checking
looked, in which case where would scours and preventing stunted growth
prices go?" The only safe way is to pre- i in youug stock.
pare for any emergency by seeking to I
Large
Two site* of each —SI Mid SL80.
produce at home all that is possible foi hold· four times dollar else.
feeding. It has been in this way that I Hood Farm Garget Cura, for (arget and InMr. Ellis reduced the cost of producing flammation in the udder. $1 and 12.60. Hood
butter the past winter to less than ten Farm Hog Powders prevent hog cholera and
awine in prime condition. Price. SL
cents a pound. If the short corn crop keep
Hood Farm Remedies art sold by
West arouses New England farmers tc

F. A. SHURTLEFF k CO.,"
South Pari·, Mo.

In an opeu hearse. The cotiin
Is shallow, so that not only the face
and head, but the bands and much of
the body, can be distinctly seen from
the sidewalk cs the procession passes
through the streets. The lid of the
cottin. richly upholstered and often dec
orated with garlands and wreaths, is

exposed

carried on the hearse by the umlertak
er.
The priest, the relatives and other
mourners follow, and us the ghastly
passes It Is customary foi

spectacle
bystanders

to remove their hats and
themselves.
Graves are rented in the Athens cem
eteries for a term of years. Just like
the habitations of the llviug. Non;· but
the ilcb own burial lots. It Is an evidence of wealth and aristocracy. The

cross

poor never think of buying a lot or a
tomb. It would l>e considered an un·
At the end of the
necessary luxury.
term for which a grave Is rented the
bones are dug up. put Into u bag. labeled with the name and date and de
posited lu a general receptacle.—YV. Ε
Curtis In Chicago Times-Herald.
Ship* With Short Name».
"The Ea." says the Philadelphia Record, "is said to have the shortest name
She is η
for a vessel In the world.
Spanish steamer, and she reached Philadelphia laden with iron ore recently.
The Ka was named by a Spanish no
blemnu after his daughter, Esmeralda.
She belongs to α line that bus set. in
the matter of short ninnes. an example
that other lines are beginning now to
The Eolo. the Aro and the
follow.
In all
Oriu are sister ships of hers.
the fleet there Is not a name that is
more

than five letters long."
No

Proof

ffeeeasarr.

Colonel C. L. Colqueen of Louisiana
halted on the street oue day by a

was

gentleman
him.

who

evidently

did not know

"Can you tell me," asked the unknown, "who Is the best lawyer In
towuV"
"I am, sir," replied the colonel with-

out hesitation.
The man looked surprised.
"Excuse me," be said; "I should like

to have you prove It"
"Don't have to prove it, air," thundered the colonel; "I admit It"—New
York Time·.
Of · Klad.

Gerald—I have a soft heart.
Qeraldlne-Then I don't see that it
makes any difference whether you are
by your heart or your head.—
[ruled
1
New York Herald.

WEBSTER AS Λ DRINKER.

HEART STIMULANT.

JUST ESCAPED

:

.,.,;GINQ.

Memlrd John WIllcM
The Great Orator'· Deep rotation· Dr. Mnddi Who
noolh't Drokrn Leg.
Before Two Fnmoaii Speeches.
M add was α physician, and It was td
Dnnle! Webster was invited to Richon the
In the fifties. lie accepted the in- bis house that Hooth had ridden
mond
that
alcoto
a
almost
superstition
ing
and went night of his great crime. There bis
Richmond
came
to
vitation,
hol is a very important heart stimuand there be
to the Exchange hotel. Tie was invited broken leg had been set,
lant, especially when this organ is
had been secreted for one day. The
address
to
state
the
legislature
by
weak. Winternltz, the great authority
man of refined
them and the people of Richmond, and doctor was an educated
on
hydrotherapy in Germany, has a committee consisting of James Lyons and dignified manner. He had never
often told us of the very great value· of Richmond and Robert E. Scott of quite recovered from his surprise that
Of cold as a heart stimulant or tonic Fauquier, two of the most eminent auy one should Hud fault with him for
and that it is far superior to alcohol in lawyers In the state, were sent down to setting a broken Iwne for a stranger,
he did not
this respect
Dr. Kellogg gives the the hotel to escort him to the capltol lie always asserted that
and was not aware at the
method of application as follows:
building. They found Mr. Webster in know Booth
"The application consists of a com- a state of intoxication In such degree time that. Booth bad committed a
crime, hut Mudd bad been an ardent
press applied to the portion of the that Mr. Lyons said to Mr. Scott: "This
senchest wall over the heart. This com- man can't make a speech. You must secessionist, lie was accordingly
life.
prises the space bounded by the second take his place." Mr. Scott replied, "No tenced to imprisonment for
It was a hard fate to be called upon
rib above, the right border of the man can take the place of Daniel Webfor professional services by a wounded
sternum, a line falling a half inch to ster."
then narrowly to escape
the right of the nipple and the sixth
After delay, during which Mr. Web- desperado and
The compress should be ster improved a little, lie was asked if banging for it. The trial and sentence
rib below.
large enough to cover this space and he would go to the capitol. He replied, were a terrible blow, from which Mudd
to extend at least two inches outside "Yes." With great difficulty Messrs. never recovered. lie had left a devoted
of it. Ordinarily the best effects are Scott and Lyons supported and helped wife at his home In Maryland, and ble
produced by employing water at a him to the capitol. When they readied mental sufferings were so severe that
Intemperature of about 00 degrees. The the rotunda near the Washington stat- he seemed always on the verge of
been put to
compress should be wrung moderately ue, Mr. Lyons said, "Mr. Webster, do sanity. He had at tirst
dry and should be very lightly covered. you think you can speak?" "If you will work with a wheelbarrow; but. having
never done any manual labor, he was
It Is desirable that cooling by slow
give me a drink of brandy, yes."
under the combined
evaporation should be encouraged and
A messenger was sent to a neighbor- rapidly failing
and mental strain. For this
be continued for some time."
of
physical
bottle
a
and
brandy
hotel
ing
I directed that he be transferred
I)r. Kellogg continues: "In Germany
brought. Mr. Webster poured out suc- reason
the prisoners' hospital as nurs/\
and France it is the custom to adminiscessively two goblets full and drank to
ter alcohol to the patient Just before them off, straightened himself up,
There he made himself exceedingly
putting him in a cold bath. Some prac- shook himself as a lion mbiht have useful, and there he might have retitioners. as Winternltz, administer but done, walked steadily and directly to mained had not bis homesickness in an
overcome his judgment. While
a very small amount, a single mouthful
the position from which lie spoke, on evil hour
wharf he contrived to
of wine, for Instance, while others the south
porch of the capitol. and !n a ship lay at'the
give brandy in considerable quantities. the presence of an audience of Π.000 get aboard and secrete himself in the
A few American practitioners employ
coal bunkers. lie was of course dispeople, which consisted of the Intellecbrandy freely with the cold bath. The tuality and beauty of Richmond, male covered, and then he learned what he
unwisdom of this practice will be ap- and female, made his celebrated Octo- did not know before, that no ship was
parent on due consideration of the fol- ber speech, one of the greatest even of allowed to sail until It was ascertained
lowing facts:
that every prisoner was In his place.
bis life.
In solitary
"One purpose in administering the
Edward Everett related that on the He was immediately placed
cold bath is to secure a true stimulant
of South confinement, \\ here he remulned severto
Webster
Hayne
replied
day
or tonic effect by arousing the vital
al months.—McClure's Magazine.
Carolina he walked with him to the
energies through excitation of the
that he seemed so badly precapitol;
Alcohol was once supnerve centers.
d
PELLETS OF SNOW.
pared that he dotted him and f«. n
posed to be capable of effecting this that he was not equal to the occasion;
and was used for this purpose in tyTli«'ν Fling and Drift In (be
How
that just before he rose to bp-ak he
Adirondack Itetclon.
phoid fever and various other morbid drank a jjoblet of brandy and tin η
conditions accompanied by depression
On a good drlftmaklng day in the
made his great speech in η ply to
At the present
of the vital forces.
the suow comes not in
which is an English elastic. Adirondack#
time, however, it Is well known, and Ilayuc,
star shaped flakes that look so
the
on
the
of
beverage
Such was the effect
with practical unanimity admitted,
pretty when portrayed on a page of the
Webster.—Beverages.
that alcohol is neither a tonic nor a
dictionary, but iu small pellets. These
stimulant, but a narcotic; that it depellets are in shape like tiny white
THE GREAT POETS.
presses and does not excite; that it
footballs usually, and they come rolllessens and does not increase the acing and tumbling down wicd as If they
Knowledge·
Fur
in
tivity of the nerve centers, and that Do Not St in! .ν Τ In·
had been "kicked for fair" by the halfIIt-it*1 '.'lii-iii For Culture.
this Is true of small as well as large
back
gods of the gale. And yet while
Young men and young vomen actual
doses, as has been shown by the reand tumble and bound they
roll
they
cour.-v in
searches of careful investigators."— ly go to college to take a
tind lodging places, and as the Idler
or liante or
Chaucer
or
Shakespeare
Health.
lu a wall on
gazes he sees them pile up
the Arthiirlnn legends. The «ourse bethe crest of the road cut. Higher and
course.
My
knowledge
comes a uiere
ORCHARD AND GARDEN.
the pile, forming at first
Mill η was higher grows
own acquaintance with
has
u vertical wall, but before this
We
Give the roots of trees a deep and through an exercise in grammar.
inches It is seen to overhang
three
risen
broad bed of soil to start and grow in.
parsed "I'aradise Lo.st." Much of the the gulch.
of Shakespeare
In pruning the grape cut back to the current college study
Though round and easily rolled, these
him. The
third bud. as it is usually the first en- Is little better than parsing
In some way tit to each other as
text like lienn pellets
the
falls
class
u(>on
tirely perfect bud produced.
would, until the overhang Is perNo meaning bricks
winter.
in
Umc
a
When winds prevail from any direc- upon
haps a lift Li as great as the elevation of
of phrii·e escapes them; every line
tion, as they usually do. lean the tree a
the wall, and then, marvelous and Imof
1
lit
to
pieces.
little in that direction when setting out. is literally picked
as It would seem to the unacthe poet himself, of that which mal.e.-i possible
The essentials in making a good garobserver, a lip forms on the
customed
do
they
him what he is, how much
den are rich soil, plenty of manure,
the
of
wall, and soon it begins to
crest
have
get? Very little, 1 fear. They
good seeds, timely labor and a fair sea- had intellectual exert-ise and not an droop and hang down. Wider and lonson.
it grows, farther and farther It
emotionuI experience. They have add- ger
like
Having the soil in a good tilth and ed to tbeir knowledge, but have not droops, until its shape Is precisely
the lip formed on a huge wave when
planting in straight rows will save taken a step in culture.
It breaks on a shoal water "beach. I.lpe
much labor in cultivating in the garTo dfg into the reots and origins of
down
are ten feet wide and hang
that
den.
lite
into
the great poets is like digging
but six
of
all,
though
clear
rid
of
feet
of
three
best
to
getting
One of the
ways
roots of an oak or maple the better
or eight inches thick w here they Join
moss and lichens adhering to the bark
Increase your appreciation of the beauwhitelime
of
the chin of the wall, are not uncomof trees is an application
ty of the tree. There stands the tree
H y what magic is it that these
w ash.
in all its summer glory. Will you real- mon.
that go bounding
In taking trees from a nursery or for- ly know it any better after you have frozen, oblong pellets
along as merrily as footballs form Into
est. preserve all of the roots and line laid bare every root and rootlet? Then
a shape as that? Of course if the
rootlets possible. Dig out instead of stand Homer, Dante, Chaucer and such
continues a time usually couies
storm
ur
tree.
pulling up the
Shakespeare. Read them, give y
the
when
lips break off because of their
if
tliem
and
master
you
When the fruit or leaves of any plant self to them,
And then no new lip
weight.
great
are man enough.
or tree are eaten by insects of any kind,
forms to replace the lost one. The snow
are not to be analyzed;
season and sulticientThe
in
poets
good
eprayiiif
over into the lee of the
they are to be enjoyed; they are not to merely droits
ly often is the safest and best remedy.
tills the cutting.—
but to be loved: they are wall and gradually
in
be
studied,
be
should
bulbs
planted
Gladiolus
Scribner's.
for culture
but
knowledge,
for
not
Inches
five
deep
full sunshine, four or
our appreciation of life ami
and about one foot apart Good soil, to enhance
Τ lie Ποιο,
All the
our mastery over its elements.
manure,
rather sandy, is best, avoiding
At all times the rose has enjoyed pea poet's work are as
about
facts
mere
especially if fresh.
culiar favor as a sacred flower. Mochaff as compared with the appreciahammedan tradition says that when
sentence.
line
or
line
flue
one
of
tion
CITIES HARD TO KILL.
Saladln captured Jerusalem he refused
the
all
after
at
a
Why study great poet
the shrine of the temple which
Why to enter
manner of the dissecting room?
Whnt Riinip, I'nrU, (onutuntlnople
been converted Into a church by
had
not rather seek to make the acquaintand I.oiidon Have Suffered.
till the walls had been
soul and to feel its the Crusaders
It is η difficult thing to kill α city, ance of his living
and purified with
cleansed
thoroughly
In Century.
of
and there are some well kuown places power?—John Burroughs
rosewater. A similar story is told
that have so much vitality that they
the Church of St. Sophia, at ConstantiUnrpra,
disasters.
Skull
will survive any number of
nople, when transformed from a ChrisA remarkable application of Biblical tian
Take Home as a first example. No
place of worship to a Mohamthe
fewer than ten times has she been precept is still to be found anions
medan mosque. The origin of the rose,
but
in Servla,
swept by pestilence. She has been Serbs, who do not all live
according to Moslem tradition. Is that
burned twice and starved out on six are also scattered over Turkey, Monté- the blood of the prophet sprang into
occasions. Seven times she has been négro, Bosnia and soutiiern Hungary.
new life in this nlorloiis crimson flowand the
They are very quarrelsome,
To this day when a Turk sees a
er.
besieged or bombarded. Hut she still
It
raise
flourishes. Perhaps that is why she is vendetta flourishes unions them.
rose lying on the ground he will
follows that bullet holes iu the sUull it tenderly, kiss it reverently and decalled the Eternal City.
Paris has had eight sieges, ten fam- are by no means uncommon.
posit the frail blossom in some place
law
Now, according to the unwritten
of safety.
ines, two plagues and one fire which
in anothdevastated it. We make no reference a man who has made a hole
his A <jne«*r Japnneae Marrlaire Custom.
to the number of revolutions, as they er's head must submit to having
Wild geese are considered the best
own head perforated in like manner,
are too numerous to mention. But Parof conjugal felicity in the
to pay about SlOO
he
unless
examples
prefers
nourishes.
is still
Thus the Japanese
is seldom the case. So animal world.
which
out
burned
been
lias
damages,
Constantinople
the Serbs a pe- groom sends the bride a pair of these
nine times and lias suffered from four there hat; ιιπμίι among
that of the "inedigs," birds, and she in turn presents them to
plagues and five sieges. There are culiar profession,
the
who for a moderate fee her parents. To further emphasize
some people who think that many of or trepa liners,
in your skull and ruar- matter the groom brings another pair
the sultans have been as bad for the will bore a hole
wound to heal iu two weeks. to the wedding, and they roost in tho
city as any pestilence. And yet she antee the
conroom during the ceremony. Their
goes on.
with care, for they
Mimoclr la llurniful.
is
watched
Tilt*
duct
Lastly there is the English metropomust nut struggle to escape during the
No sensible person will ever wear a
lis. London began as a kind of mound
Fortunate Is the bridehe is blind ot
unless
proceedings.
she
eyeglass
single
in a swamp. In her early history
one eye
cannot secure the geese
that
who
means
use
Its
groom
one
inhabeye.
was sacked, burned and all her
tior unemployed,
alive and must be content to substitute
itants butchered. She has been deci- is neither employed
then
It. ceaseless though no toy Imitations of the birds, for
mated by plague five times, exclusive but is engaged
lest the wild propenas
see
to
no
has
he
anxiety
efforts
unconscious
of typhus, cholera and such maladies. doubt
the marriage
its more favored fellow. This sity assert itself during
She has been mon? or less burned sev- much as
rites and thus prove an ill omen to the
as anything
harmful
as
is
straining
all.
of
en times. She is thriving in spite
llome Compun·,'
could well be and canuot fall to lead to household.—Woman's
Ion.
results.
the

Applicntioua Superior to Dr*fta
of Alcohol,
There la α deep seated belief amount-

Cold

WHY THE RUSSIAN PEOPLE CALL IT

name

ry you.

a

MULE PRICES WAY UP?
The war in Africa has wholly cleared
the West of small mules. The only
buyer in the Kansas City market who
takes smaller mules thau the English is
her.)
the coal miner. The British buy mules (Kisses
Do
Morris—You auducloua wretch!
weighing from 700 to SMW pounds. The
big mules stay in the United States. you allow such impertinence. Misa
Recently 100 mules were sold to sugar Bates?
Miss Bates—Oh. 1 can't reseitt It unplanters for prices that averaged close
to $158 each.
der the circumstances.
Hardly a day passes without some
Barriiigton-Ho, ho! Never heard
dealer selling a team of mules for $500.
the l>ough called by that name before.
These are the biggest and best mules.
look like a poster for a
One mule that brings $250 will weigh as I say. Kit. you
Christmas number.
much as a team of army mules.
I'm not tall
Miss Bates—Not 1.
"Three years ago," said Charles M.
Sparkes, "the little army mule was enough. Christmas poster girls are alworth $45. The best price we talked ways eight feet high at least
about for the large mule was $125. 'MinMorris (speaking aside to Klttyl—
ers' were cheap, too. Within a week I
And you're only as high as my heart
have sold a 'miner' that was no higher
Barrlngton (overhearing blm)—Then
than a dog for $100. Now there is hardlook as If
or Kansas at she's not very tall, for you
in
Missouri
mule
small
a
ly
heart was In your boots.
have
take
will
to
British
The
your
any price.
Morris—That doesn't follow, for I'm
large ones or do without."—Kansas
sure I don't know whether I'm on my
City correspondent in Homestead.
head or my heels.
NOTES ON SWINt
Mcllvaltve—Ha, bal Score one, John.
In applying coal oil to swine to kill
lice be careful not to blister. It takes Now. you fellows, help me with these
hold.
greens. They ought to have been up
The market demands the "long-sided" hours ago.
Where's the
pigs, not the short, "dumpy" kind.
Henderson—W· will
"Black teeth" in pigs was once supladder?
posed to be the cause of nearly every
trouble they are heir to. It is a myth,
and to be classed with "hollow horn"
iu cattle.
The State Veterinarian of Nebraska
says it is unwise to ring the noses of
hogs. If they have plenty of salt and
ashes they will root very little.
A cure for scours, cholera, diarrhoea.
An excess of corn in the diet of the
Saves more than 75 per cent, of all
sow and also of the young pigs is apt to
produce scours. The pigs should have calves treated. In constant use at
no corn until six weeks old.
Hood Farm, Lowell, Mass., when
If the sow is a good breeder don't send
Stock owners who have
her to the butcher because she may be required.
oat it
two or three years old.
Keep her breed- used it would not be with
Cures the worst cases. Just the reming a year or two more.
(Jive no sour swill and decayed vegeta- edy stock owners have been looking
bles even to hogs. Because they will for. Should be used with
eat such stuff is no sign they will flourish
on it.

the importance of depending upon theii
own farms it will be the greatest blessing
known.—Maine Farmer.

I climb but that I fear to fall-

THE MEADOW ORCHID

Morris—If you've heart failure, do
pulsive onck00 shoots out and delivers not climb at all.
bis twelve wooden squeaks and snaps
Harrington—My heart isn't affected.
himself in again.
for yourself, John.
Speak
Mrs. Mellvaine—Twelve o'clock. KitMorris (looking at Kitty)—I only
ty will be here soon. She said she'd wish 1 dared.
Mcllvaine—Oh. Bert, while
Mrs.
call on her way from church—oh, here
there please fasten this
and
warmly
rises
are!
up
greets
(She
you're
you
to the chandelier. Will you
a youug woman of somewhat frivolous mistletoe
hand it up to him, Mr. Hendereou?
effects.) Merry Christmas!
adder Is my husband."
Henderson (taking It from her)Miss Bates—Merry Christmas yourNo sooner had she said this than all
a beautiful spray!
What
maidens cried, with one accord.
self! Oh. Edith, such larks! What do
the
Barriugton—Berry fine!
a
"The adder!" and took to their heels.
you think 1 did? (She walks toward
Henderson—Don't notice him. He's
which Frosya
tableful of Christmas flotsam and Jet- tried everything for It. (He hooks the And upon her kerchief,
had thrown upon the grass, behold, a
sam.) Oh! Who gave you this chafing mistletoe to the end of an umbrella
black adder lay coiled. She cried
dish? How perfectly lovely!
and waves it aloft.) With this scepter huge
fear. But the adder beat its tail
in
out
My
Mrs. Mellvaine—Brother John. What I am monarch of all 1 survey.
the
ground and was transformed
ui)on
With
have you been up to now. you crazy right there is none to dispute.
handsome young
bund 1 do uot into a wonderfully
in
wand
my
this
magic
Christof
Kirl? You look like a spirit
man. There he stood before her, with
holds
of
(He
the
sultan
Turkey.
And envy
his
mas with that holly on your coat.
a golden cap upon his flowing curls,
It over Mrs. Mcllvaine's head and
tire, and honeyed words
Is this mistletoe piuned to your hat
flashing
eyes
salute
1
brow.)
on
the
her
Lady,
kisses
fell from his lips. And he said to her:
brim?
thee! What have you to sny. Tom?
"Did you mean it when you declared
Miss Bates—Yes. that's the lark. You
Mcllvaine—Don't do it again.
the adthat
this
church
you were ready to marry
In
see. just as I was goiug
Henderson (holding it over Kitty)der?"
morning I found that spray on the And here I make assurance doubly
She knew not what reply to make,
steps, and it was lovely, and 1 wanted sure. (Kisses her.)
but gazed at him and thought to herno
needs
to
assurance
a
better
of
Morris—Your
place
It So, for lack
self. "Whence came such a wise and
doubling.
keep it. I stuck It in my hat
handsome youth?" And he, divining
Hen.
reHarrington-Quit your fooling.
Mrs. Mcllvaiue— With disastrous
her thoughts, replied to them, "I am no
Give me the daggers.
sults. Oh. Kitty. Kitty!
common man, but the czar of the waWheeler
Dick
Henderson (handing the mistletoe up
Bates—Yes.
Miss
ters, and my empire is close at hand In
kissed me in the vestibule; Captain on the point of the umbrella)—Take it
011 golden sands."
next ours, and put It where It will do the greatest a deep pool
has
the
who
pew
Jennings,
And he read in her eyes thnt she conthe
number.
me
during
leaned over and kissed
good to the greatest
sented to go with him. Then he graspwho passed
Harrington—I'll fasten it right be- ed her with Jiis powerful hand, and toprayer, and the vestryman
the plate nearly let it fall when he neath the chandelier, so. Now. Kitty,
gether they sank down Into the deep
came to me. but he uegleeted his priv- stand from under.
realm of the waters.
kisses to
I wouldn't stand unthrew
Bates—1!
Miss
choir
The
boys
ilege.
Great was Frosya's happiness. She
the der the mistletoe for a
thousand
me. and I expected every minute
could not believe In it. lie was so
salute
no
There's
and
telling
down
minute.
a
rector would come
pounds
good, so wise: she had never seen such
After eervice 1 what might happen.
me, but he didn't.
people, and there is none such anyThat's
(approvingly)
Harrington
had fairly to scamper out the door,
as the czar of the waters. But
where
and here 1 am. Did John really glv
right. Kit. I ha*> a girl who would
was foolish. Seven years did
Frosya
IIow much kiss and telL There; that's fastened.
you this chafing dish?
she dwell with him In the deep pool In
a
as
take
and
than
brother
Bates,
Miss
your
a
as
Is
nicer he
Step up.
his palace of crystal, and the seven
He gave me a copy of the place. I'll warrant John will be your
friend!
passed as one day. and there
years
her
"1
have
thn-e
I
whistles
gave
first victim. (He
"Sistlne Madonna." and
need not have been any end to her
a
be
to
kisses ten. kisses ten.")
already. 1 wish he'd ask me
bliss. A girl and a boy had been born
He's the
Miss Bates—Mr. Morris!
sister to him.
to
them. Then, all at once, without any
Mrs. Mcllvaiue—ne's much more last man I ever expect to kiss me uncaose. she became sad. longed for the
me.
to
a
sister
be
mistletoe.
to
ask
the
der
to
you
likely
earth, to behold her native hamlet and
Morris (senteutlously)-The only girl
Miss Bates—Not he! He never pays
her friends once more. So lie let lier
I
sacred
and
the
under
I shall ever kiss
the slightest attention to me.
with the children, for three days
go,
bride.
adore him.
bough will l»e my future
after having exacted a promise that
talk!
Mrs. Mellvaine—He'll be here directHarrington—Hear the fellow
she nor the children, either bysuch a neither
ly. Leave your hat ou and see whether Why. Jack, old boy. you're not
or by hint, should reveal the
word
catch. Very few nice girls would marhe pays any attention to you or not.
of her husband or where she

THE RISE IN 8EEF.
Consumers of beef are not a little concerned over the high cost of their steaks
and roasts. For two years beef has been
gradually advancing in value, holding
tirmly all advance made only to make a
sudden jump to still higher prices in the
last few Weeks. In an interview with
the Secretary of Agriculture on this matter Mr. Wilson said: I am not an expert
on trusts but I do know something about
raising and selling beef. Others may
talk about the beef combine as much as
they like, but to me the rise in the price
of beef is very easily explained. It is
due almost wholly to a short corn crop
last year, and an increased demand for
beef caused by the prosperity of the
people. The high price of corn has
made it necessary for Western cattle
feeders to send to the South for cottonseed meal to feed their stock. The price
of fat cattle on the hoof at the Chicago
stock yards has advanced from four to
tive'eents a pound up to seven cents.
Men who have tine cattle to sell can almost get their own price.
There is a great demand for cattle and
that means a great demand for beef. The
people of the United States are eating more beef now than they ever did
before in their history. This is because
they are making money and have it to
spend. There are not many families in
this country that do not have their
steaks and roasts. The American people are by lonu odds the best fed people
in the world.
Miss Bates—I will. Is any one else
Under such circumstances it is only
coming?
adshould
of
beef
the
that
natural
price
.Mrs. Mcuvaine—υιιι>· air. acuunwu
Cattle and meat, like all other
vance.
commodities, have to follow the law of and Tom. You wou't mind them.
Miss Bates—Ob, no! In a multitude
supply and demand. The men who have
cattle to sell naturally want the highest of risks there Is safety.
Mrs. Mel lvalue's brother. John Morprices they can get. It is the same with
retailers.—Maine
and
the
packers
ris. and her husband appear in the

Farmer.

green draped fro:n the eli.videllt? oat
to the wall» on ail sides; tcrt of canopy effect, you know.
Mcllvaine—That's dead easy. Hold
one end. Bert.
Harrington—No; let me go up the ladder, Tom. You're too heavy.
Mcllvaine—Go on, my dainty Ariel!
Behold Barrington's first rise In the

contemplation of gifts already received world !
Harrington (starting up)—Fain would
and excited anticipation of probable

agricultural

among farmers, but it falls
unfruitful soil. The need
lies with the farmer himself. An awakening to seize their opportunities and to
£et ahead iu the world would lift many
out of the rut they are in.
Early training of the habits of observation and study of rural sciences will
make for improvement and interest in
the after life of the farmer. Most of the
public schools are alongside the farms,
yet the farmer's son may be a pupil
there until he is eighteen and never
know that farming is a scientific occupation. He will learn of various other
branches of greater or less utility, but
about the work by which he will presumably earn his livelihood he must get
knowledge as he stumbles along. The
elements of agriculture and physics and
the subjects of soils, plants, birds and
insects should be taught in the public
schools in the country. It is this omission in the schooling of farmers' sons
that turns so many against the calling
of their fathers. They are led to believe
that farming is dull, plodding work, and
are auxious to get into something that
requires more of knowledge and less of
drudgery. It is this neglect to teach
agriculture in the schools that nullities
the etïorts of the institute, the experiment station bulletin and the agricultural
press. The average farmer is not sufficiently grounded in the principles of
agricultural science to appreciate or
understand them. Although he may be
aware of his shortcomings, the cares of
daily life and the fixed habits of maturity
make it difficult to learn new things, and
what might be of greatest advantage to
him passes by unheeded.
Herbert Spencer has said that the
knowledge which is of the most worth
is that which enables us to do our work
better. Each man learns that which
pertains to his calliug, and the farmer
aloue has been slow to familiarize himself with the science of the things with
which he has to deal. If he knows of
nitrogen he will uot burn vegetable matter when his land is crying for humus.
The feeding of farm animals may be the
source of a constant waste when nothing
is known of the food elements and proportions required by stock anil the
chemical composition of different feeds.
Now that chemical fertilizers are used
ou every farm, the farmer should know
something of theni and the needs of
crops if he would buy and use them
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her cozy library
Mrs. Tom Mellvaine sits absorbed In
On

■
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By CAROLYN WELLS

il

Mcllviriue— It'» Just ontslde. I'll fetch
(Ui> goes out uud returns with a
It
Now. Edith, what
tall stepladder.)
goes where?
Mrs. Mcllvaine—I want this rope

have called the meadow orchid
"the cuckoo's tears." [It is also known
as "the cuckoo's slippers."]—Isabel F.
Hapgood in New York Post.

people

Λ

way

oat.

iaUebood. Her
dignity, led the
the library and,
her, said: "You
know, Katharine, grandma has gone to
heaven and papa has gone to heaven,
bot If you tell untruths you cannot go
À small girl told a
mother, with great
youthful offender to
sitting down beside

to heaven with them. You will have
to go to the other place."
The little maiden looked very grave
for a moment and said, "Say a swear
word, mamma, and come to the other
place too."—New York Tribune.
Tbe Better Choice.
"Ze Miss kiilyons. it is said, spen's
tbousau's of dollars on ze bonnets
alone, my dea^. count," observed the
baron. "She is ze one for you."
"No, my dear baron," was the re"I vill make ze proposal to her

ply.
milliner."—Judpe.

Exclnalveneaa.
"Pauline is very exclusive, isn't she?"
•Ob. yes; quite. She never Introduces
an eligible man to any other girl."—
London King.

Peculiar
To

Itself

In what it is and what it does—containing the beet blood-purifying,
Alterative and tonio substanoes and
effecting the most radical and permanent oures of all humors and all

eruptions, relieving weak, tired,
languid feelings, and building up
the whole system—le true only of

Hood's Sarsaparilla

Old

American

value,
lector, the primitive old fiasks ornamented with Indians, Masonic emblems, the eagle, stars, fiags, log caLIns, cannon and steamships or such
outdoor themes as the seasons, birds,

fruit, trees, sheaves of wheat, the fishhis hounds
erman. deer, the gunner and
The earliest
and the first bicycle.
American railway, with a car drawn

by
a

a

horse. Is

glass tiask,

historically celebrated

on

well as the bold Pike's
with his staff and bun·

as

peak pilgrim,

gravest

Mottle».

In early American glassware the history of our national art progress bas
been written. Choice and precious indeed are the crude blue green and
brown amber bottles made early in the
nineteenth century, the jtortralt bottles
bearing busts of Washington, Franklin,
Lafayette, De Witt Clinton, Zaehary
Taylor. Kossuth and Jenny Lind. Local decorative subjects on many Hues
of Ideas were treated by the first American bottle makers, and the most exquisite Venetian bottle cannot outrank
to a patriotic American colin

die.—Century.

You Can

Lead a Horse
water

to

but

make him drink.

you

can't

You can't make him eat
either. You can stuff food into a thin man's stomach but
that doesn't make him use it.
Scott's Emulsion can make
him use it. How? By makhim hungry, of course.
Scott's Emulsion makes a thin
body hungry all over. Thought
huna thin body was naturally
isn't.
it
Well
?
gry didn't you

ing

A DmIruble Role.
No other medioine acte like it;
is asleep—not
A thin
no other medicine has done so
Manager—What sort of a role do yoa
working—gone on a strike.
muoh real, substantial good, no think you^would like?
of-the
several
Actor—Well,
health
Stranded
It doesn't try to use it's food.
other medioine has restored
Vienna brand and a cup of coffee
and strength at so little cost.
Emulsion wakes it

"I wii troubled with aorofula and cam·
loataff mr »r' >1*ht For four montha I
ooold not aoa to do anything. After tekini
an
two bottl·· of Hood1» Saraaparllla I could
bottlea ]
to walk, and whan I had taken eight
could ae« aa wall aa ·▼·»." Struc A. Raiβ»
ta», Withara, Ν. 0.
Mood'· •areaparllla prom law U
nm an* keep· th· prom la·.
Bear

body

wouldn't be
York Times.

bad for a starter.—New

Compliment Worthily Won.

threeAngry (îuest—I've been waiting
eteak I orquarters of an hour for that

dered!
Waiter— You
amount of

have

an

uncommon

patience, sir.—Boston Poet

Scott's

How to Live

on

Love.

The girl was having a private conference with her father on the sub-|
jeet of marriage.
"The young man hasn't enough to
support you on," urged the father.
"But you will give us something."
she said.
"Not a great deal, my dear."
"Then we shall lire on love."
"Ugh," sniffed the father.
"Don't you think we can?" nsked the
girl with the beautiful confidence of

youth.
"Yes, if you both stay single."

And
the father declined to discuss the matter further.
Finding For the Lawyer.
Sometimes the jury returns a verdict
for the lawyer, of which the following
is a good instance: Mr. John Jones, a
barrister of «reat Influence and ability,
in
was a leading counselor practicing

the Welsh circuit. Upon one occasion
after a felicitous speech ou behalf of
his client in a criminal case the jury as
soon as the judge had summed up,
without waiting for the ollicer to take
their verdict, called out, "My lord, we
all for John Joues, with costs!"—
London Tit-Hits.

are

HI· Idea of Svceena.

work again "What is your idea of success?"
"Success," answered the man who
making new flesh, That's the bas realized a few ambitions, "Is merewhich
way to get fat.
ly the attainment of a condition

up—puts it

to

Send for free

sample.

Ν. Y
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, 409 Pearl St.,
juc and f 1.00; alldrui&Uu.

causes people who knew you years ago
Ά
to look at you awd smile and eaj,
fool for luck!'"—Washington Star.

BETHEL.
8UCKFIELD.
BRYANT POND.
The annual sermon before the Odd
Major Holman F. Day entertained a
Verne McAllister has enlisted in the
ellowe and Rebekaha waa preached
air audience under the auspices of the
United State· Army.
ist Sunday by Rev. Charles Gleason at
[ethodiet Society at Nezinscot Hall,
ΓΗΕ OOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALl
Miss Bertha Cuahman, on· of onr beet
ind most popular young ladies, was
ipril 29, by reading hie own compo- lie Congregational church. Special
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
tusic was prepared, the regular choir
sions. Miss May Chaffin assisted by
united in marriage Wednesday, April 30,
endering one selection, while Misses eing assisted by Prof. W. Scott Wight
to Mr. John Welch of Rumford Falls.
PARIS HILL.
nd others.
Prof. Wight sung a solo
Mrs. Welch's many friends wish her
imy Shaw and Lila Spaulding attended
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, MAY 6, 1902.
rhich was much enjoyed.
rim BaptUt Church, Bct. h. B. Btmhop, much
joy, and every prosperity in her d the vocal part, assisted by Mrs. H. A.
i*aator. Preaching βτβττ Sunday at 11 a. m.
the
funeral of Mr. Walton
rish at the organ.
Monday,
went to
Sunday School M ll M. âabbath Evening 8«τ new life. The happy couple
A. W. Libby has moved on to his farm,
Tight waa held at his late home on
rtoe at 7 Κ p. m. Prayer Meeting Thanday Boston on their wedding tour.
A Τ WOOD A FORBES, ivenlng at 7 30 r. ■.
rernon Street. Mr. Wight had been a
idwin Maxim has moved into Libby's
Postmaster Bowker went to Lewiston
t'nlversallat Church.
Sunday School every
ufferer from consumption for some
Editor· tad Pr«pH«ton.
Thursday to visit his brother George, ent.
Sunday at U Λ. M.
who has been very sick for the past two
Supt. Bradford and Ardon F. Tiltonof ime, but not until recently did hie
A. B. Foun.
tiKMi M. Atwooo.
riends realize the real progress of the
he Turner Center Creamery were in
Miss Penis N. Andrews, who baa been •reeks.
isease. He left a widow, sister of the
own the 29th uit. They went to Sumner
Ansel Dudley went to Norway Thurs»way through the winter, returned and
ite Gen. A. S. Twitchell, two sons and
ο confer with the patrons on that route.
day.
Τ km —$lJo a year If paid «trlctly In advance, re-opened her house Tuesday.
Horace Murch set a monument at
daughter. Mr. Wight was a kind
Lee m ο re Currier and Harry Crockett
otherwise $it» » year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
Dr. A. C. Hamlin of Bangor was here
luckfield cemetery, May 1.
eighbor and a devoted husband and
of the week, super- were out on Christopher Lake ThursAutkstisxmut·:— All legal advertisement» % few days the tirst
ather
and the family have the deep
exthe
Miss Sadie Thorn has moved to
are given three cooMCUtlve Insertion « for ftlJO
intending the work of some improve- day fishing for trout. Currier pulled
of the community. Rev. O.
own farm on the plains.
ympathy
per .lieii la knitli of column. Special contracte ments about nainlin Memorial Hall.
jut one weighing almost three pounde.
advertismad· with local, transient and yearly
ι.
Mountain Grange is to held a fair in
Pillsbury, pastor of the M. E. church,
Mrs. Kufus Dunham has been failing
Mrs. Hannibal Hamlin of Bangor visers.
fficiated at the funeral service and the
he near future.
ited friends here a few days last week.
this week.
Job Pkixtuio:—New typo, fa«t preue·, «team
Qterment was in the family lot in WoodA baked bean dinner at the Baptist
Mrs. £. G. Harlow spent two days last
The Baptist society voted at their last
power, experienced workmn and low price·
iwn cemetery.
combine U> tn*^H ihlë IcuAriiucQl of our bunl
week with relatives in Portland.
business meeting to secure the services
estry came off Friday.
nes* complete and popular.
Thursday, Mrs. Ε. T. Russell and
The carpenters finished their work in jf their pastor, Rev. Henry Brown, for
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aughter, Shirley, and Miss Mary Shirley
Academy Hall some time since, and inother year if possible.
home
at
has
been
Miss
Lena
Howe
rrived at their summer home, RiverSMU1E COPIKS.
There will be an entertainment conpainters are now at work. Besides quite
rom Saco for a week's vacation.
ide Cottage. Mr. Geo. H. Shirley is
the sisting of an operetta called the Maypole,
Single Copie· of tbe Democrat are four cent· au extensive job of renovating on
the
at
and
entertainment
vestry
till in Brooklyn, N. T., in their winter
Supper
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by hail itself, new
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the publisher* or for the convenience of patrons
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the
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the
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under
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auspices
have
been
Issue
of
each
placed
-ingle copte·
Mr. Silas Adams preached in the Con- liness tbat later he will accompany his
Mrs. M. H. Marble, Mrs. O. A. Thayer society, followed by a grand ball.
sale at the following places in the County
church Sunday, April 20.
Purlin's Drug Store.
South I'arls,
aughter, Miss Isabel Shirley, to Bethel
and J. M. Thayer spent Saturday in PortNo lady in this town ever had the ;regational
Store.
Shurtleff's Drug
He has
Mr. E. S. Chase is at home.
or the summer.
land as guests at £>r. a. S. Thayer's, honor of tilling the responsible office of
Noye·' Drug Store.
Norway,
Interat
teen working for several weeks
Dr. F. B. Tuell has purchased a lot of
where Mrs. (^uinby and children of New- superintendent of schools until this year,
Stone's Drug Store.
ale for his sister, Mrs. Lydia Pendex- »nd known as the "Kimball lot" and it
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Buckfleld,
when Mrs. Mabel Rowe was elected, and
ton, Mass., are visiting.
Office.
Insurance
A.
K.
Lewis,
er.
Pryeburg,
s
expected tbat the Congregational
Mrs. £. il. Cummings has had a piaz- is now attending to the duties pertainMrs. Harlow, Post Office.
I'arls 11111,
Mr. J. W. Towle has purchased a
lociety will erect a parsonage upon it.
za built on the west side of the Simon
Samuel T. White.
West I'arls,
ing to that office. The teachers whose touse of Mr. A. R. Jennese
Elm
on
and Mrs. Currier of Lawrence,
Mr.'
Cummings house, from which a magni- services she secured for this year are:
known as the Robinson bouse.
lass., have been guests of Miss Alice
ficent view of the mountains is to be had. Miss Lena Dunn and Miss Florence Day, Street,
Mr. Will Hutchins' family have moved
State Convention
A
iillings the past week.
George L. Rawson of Portland was a grammar and primary in the village; nto the house
Mr. Gilbert Tuell will soon move into
recently occupied by
will be held In
guest of relatives here a number of days Miss Stella Bowker in the Chase District;
tames Greenlaw.
lis house 011 Broad Street, formerly oclast week.
Miss Inez Casey, North Woodstock; Miss
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Brackett are spend
City Hall, Portland,
upied by Principal Ilanscom, who has
Joseph Katcliff and family have moved Mary Stevens on the Gore; Miss Ethel
noved into Kimball Park.
Brown ami Kendall of South Waterford
to Norway, and Alonzo
in the ng the week at their camp in Sebago.
June
in
friends
Miss
Elkins
visited
Florence
family have moved into the Ratcliif Whitman District.
at 1 '30o'clock, P. M..
LOV€LL,
on her way home from LakeBrown
Mr.
house, which
recently
Miss Kendall received the sad intelli- i'ryeburg
The Congregational Circle of the vilwinter.
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
of the death of her vood, N. J whore she spent the
bought.
Tuesday
gence
night
at
the
Coventor to be supported
September
Mr. Carl Hatch is at home from Bos- age was entertained Thursday evening
The news has been received that Mrs. brother, who was drowned while out
Kid-lion, and transattiug any other business
>y Mrs. A. P. Gordon at her home at
that may properly come be fere It.
Governor Perham is seriously ill at their fishing at Woodsville, Ν. II., where he on.
Mr. W. Hubbard is at home from Γοΐΐ Bridge.
The hasis of representation will be as follows
home in Washington.
resided. Miss Kendall went to Woods
Each City, Town and Plantation will t« entitle·)
Dea. Cyrus Andrews and wife are vieit30 days' vaKev. H. A. Philbrook of Bridgton ville Wednesday
and attended the Washington, D. C., for a
to one delegate; and for eacb 75 votes cast for
:ation. He is accompanied by his son, ng for a few weeks in the village.
the Republican candidate for Governor in 1900, preached at
the Vniversalist church funeral, returning Saturday.
The fishermen are getting fair catches
tfr. Philip Hubbard.
an additional delegate ; and for a fraction of 40
Next Sunday Kev.
The wife and son of City Marshal
morning.
votes in excess of .5 votes, a further additional Sunday
if brook trout.
Mr. Nelson is at home from Saco.
will
Old
Town
Donald
of
Fraser
of
have
been
of
Lewiston
preach.
In
the
'telegation
any
visiting
Wing
delegtte. Vacancies
Rev. D. E. Burnhain has closed his
Mr. Worcester of Portland preached
Citv. Town or Plantation can only be tilled by
Thursday was a day poorly adapted to Mrs. Wing's mother, Mrs. Lizzie Day, η
abors with tho Congregational church
the New Church, Sunday, April 27.
residents of the County tn which the vacancies
the roadsides and common, this week.
cleaning
up
exl-»t
η this town.
Several went from here to the May
in
Remember the concert. May 6, at the
The state Committee will be In session tn th«- and the practical Arbor Day exercises
Miss Nellie E. Elliott is at home from
L>ali at North Fryeburg.
reception room of the Hall at 12 30 P. Mon the that line which the Unity Club had Baptist church, to be given by Prof.
Mrs. Lucy Booth died Friday, May 2d. Conway and Ellen W. Andrews from
day of tbe Convention, for the purpose of re- planned were perforce deferred.
and his chorus, assisted by the
Wight
of
the
credentials
delegate*.
l>e!egates.
ceiving
?ryeburg, both on vacations.
The regular meeting of the directors Schubert Quartette of South Paris. FolIn order to be eligible to participate in the ConEAST HEBRON.
Will Farrington of North Lovell, who
vention, must be elected subsequent to the date of the Library Association will be held lowing is the programme:
a
sent
of
Minot
Frank
Ilodsdon
West
ias been sick, is improving.
«
onventlon.
of call for this
at Hamlin Memorial Hall Tuesday afterLeslie.
Our
Glides
1 Choru··—"Merrllv
Boat."
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. L.
The indications are that there will be
2. l)uct—"When Morning Light Is Beaming," iispatch
political affiliations, who believe In Republican noon at half-past 2 o'clock.
R. Hodsdon, informing them of the death ι good number of visitors to this town
Kucken
and endorse the |>oUcy of the RepubAdvertised letters in Parie post office
principles
Mrs. WlUon anil Mrs. Smiley.
»f his little daughter, Mildred, of three ;he coming season.
lican party, are cordially invited"to unite under
1st:
I-eslle
3. Chorus—"Bugle Horn,"
this call in electing delegates to this Convention. May
and nine months.
She was the
4. Quartette—"Last Night,"
Kjerulf. years
Mrs. Will Whitman.
Per Order, Republican State Committee,
BYRON.
iirst one at West Minot to come down
Schubert Quartette.
Κ M. SIMPSON, Chairman.
M re. A. P. Roe·!
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and
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with canker rash
was thought much
Sea,"
Will Arris has left the section and he
Newle Kowe.
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W lrt Kenney.
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that
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Mrs. Llzzt-J. Kennedy.
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\uburn. Her father is sick and Mr.
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Mm.
ΜΙκχΙηβ.
Mary
7. Choru*—" Hall to the Sea,'1 with obligate duet
Her remains were taken to North Turner \rris will care for the farm.
Clarence Hauiuiond.
On the al*>ve basis, the several towns and I
Mrs. Robbing and Mra. Peverley.
Thus. Colline.
A crew of men have fixed the road
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a
Man
Β.
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or
Comical
Α.,
KIMworth Curtis.
the number of delegates given below
side of her little sister. She was a lovely through No. 6 woods.
In Trouble,
C. E. Leslie
Τ
ager
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uiy.
Tliaday
5
1
Norway,
Albany.
Genevieve Whitman, Fannie Whitman,
child and the family deeply feel their
Jotham Shaw has killed hie horse and
3
2
Oxforil,
Andover,
Arthur Cushman, W. S. Wight.
The Paris Hill base ball team will
loss and have the sympathy of all their bought another of Jonas Edwards of
7
4
Paris,
Bethel,
9.
Solo—"The
Carnival,"
Molloy
on
the
team
1 play the South Paris second
2
Peru.
friends in their hour of sorrow. They Auburn.
Browudeld,
Mr·. Wilton.
3 common
2
Porter,
Bucktield,
Balfe
Saturday afternoon. Game 10 Duet.—"Excelalor,"
resided here until last November and
Rev. Stephen
Taylor preached at
1
1
Roxbury,
Byron,
W.
3.
Genevieve
Whitman,
two.
called
at
Wight.
half-past
have many friends.
6
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Rumford,
Canton,
Carthage on Sunday, the 27th inst. He
I.eelle
11. Chorus—' Unfurl the Sail,"
1
1
Stoneham,
Denmark,
Harry Phillips is at home with the will preach there during the summer
12. Quartette—"Legends,"
Mohrlng
WILSON'S MILLS.
2
Stow,
Dlxdeid,
Schubert Quartette.
ance in two weeks.
mumps.
1
3
Sumner,
The Berlin Mills Co. began sluicing IS. Solo—" Bedouin Love Song,"
Plni
Pryeburg,
Lane has moved several loads of
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. DollofTs little child is
1
tit lead,
Sweden,
W. S. Wight.
Aziscoos dam April 21st.
1 logs through
to
1
Auburn
and
barrels
from
New
iishes
tirafton,
Upton,
Qounod
very sick, not expected to live.
14. Chorus—"Praise Ye the father,"
β
the
river
went
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]
up
Waterford,
Capt. Floyd
tireenwood,
15. Solo—"Tear Ye Not Ο Israel," Dudley Buck
the farm he recently purchased, but the
Two gravel trains have been repairing
1
Woodstock,
Hanover,
the first of the week to put the steamer
Mrs. Brown.
buildings are now without any one to live the washout in the vicinity of Hop City.
1
Hart'ord,
in running order. It will begin 16. Quartette—"Moonlight Will Come Again,'
"Bobcat"
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1
in either house.
Hebron,
Will Thompson
Quite a large crew Of Italians were em·
1 to run regular trips as soon as the logs
2
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Mrs. Herhain, Mrs. Davis, Mr. Whitman, Mr
Eugene Whitney has been at home ployed.
1 are
2
Aziscoos dam. Leslie Hart
Magallowar,
Lovell,
through
l'erham.
this week a part of the time.
The drive of Mr. Wilson from Webb
1
1
Ma*ou,
Milton,
as engineer.
17. Quartette—"Now the Day le Over,"
73 goes
2
Mexico.
W. R. Chapman
Report says Willie Record intends to pond and river went into the AndroThunder showers April 22d.
1
Ne wry.
move from the place known as the scoggin the 29th.
Mrs. Estes, Mrs. Dav, Mr. Brown, Mr. wight
Mrs. Maude Brooks, who has been out 18. Chorus—"Gloria."
Mozart
Roberts farm.
George Bissom has left the section
of health for some time, was taken sudConvention
Second District
Geo. F. McKenney is working for L. and will work for A. S. Young.
GREENWOOD.
worse Friday and Dr. Jones of
denly
R. Hodsdon.
Mr. Dexter shot a wild goose in Weld
Will be held lo City halt. Lewlston, Me., Tues"Didn't I tell you so—that we should
Colebrook was called to see her.
for the purpose
II. A. Record is grafting for Albert Pond the other day.
day. June IT, at 1.30 o'clock r.
Dr. Walker of Norway was in town the catch it in April, to pay for all this
of nominating a caD<IMate for Congres·» to be
Eastman.
Sportsmen are getting their fishing
March?"
warm weather in
That is
vote<l for at the September election.
last of the week.
To select a district committee and transact any
Cyrus Ramsdell's house is being tackle together for the lake fishing.
Snow squalls were plenty the last of probably what the spring prophets have
another
other butinées that may properly come before It.
much with
L. A. Dunn has recently painted his
etory
been asking, and not without some show changed very
the week.
The basis of representation will be as follows
;ind many improvements on the inside; house.
of reason, since the temperature of
Each Itv, town ami plantation will be entitle)
for
it
will
use.
soon
be
She
Miss
Rosetta Shaw is better.
ready
IHH îelegatcand for each seventy Ave vote» cast
April has averaged lower than that of
OXFORD.
for the Republican candidate for Governor In
does some work.
still
is
But
the
March.
HfcBKUN.
spring
unusually
.volitional lelt>-:ite ami for a fraction
The village schools opened Monday,
of forty votes In excess of seventy-live a further
Rov. Mr. Cotton of Norway preached
MayHowers were in blossom
with the following teachers: forward.
HtHiJ.
additional delegate. Vacancies In the delegation April 21,
before the middle of the month, and a here Sunday in exchange with Dr. Crane.
of any city, town or plantation can ouly be tilled Mr. True, principal of the high school,
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later
on the same could be said of
little
home
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Mr.
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the
which
a
resident
of
the
WhitteMiss
got
vacancy Miss Hutchinson assistant;
county
by
Hebron and spent Fast Day witb bis
exists.
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Perkins the white maples, elms, blue violets and from their visit to Massachusetts last
more,
intermediate;
The District Committee will be in session In
parents.
strawberries. The Indian poke is ahead Monday.
their
visiting
They
enjoyed
the reception room of the hall at W o'clock *. on primary.
The grange bad a dance for the beneas usual,
some of it
the daν of the convention for the ρ IftN Of
very much.
The ladies of the M. E. Society will of all other plants
fit of Elroy Gammon who lost his horse
receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegate- have a sale and supper on May 14th.
Miss Hazel Donham has been at home
being nearly a foot in height. To all
last winter.
In order to be eligible to participate In the cou
They got about $25 for
added that the sheep from Hates for a few days' visit.
Geo. Ellis of Portland visited relatives this it might be
ventlon must be elected subsequent to the date
him.
have been getting their living in the
Ladies' Circle Tuesday.
of the call for this convention.
here last week.
in town April 30th.
Schools
commenced
for some time, and also the
Per order Republican I'lstrlct Committee.
Hebron Grange held a May Day festival
The Pythian Sisterhood visited the pastures
Miss Ina Mclntire teaches at the centre
C. S. Ckowkll. Chairman.
a part of theirs in the same way.
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little
All
the
in
Hall.
Grange
Thursday
J. W. liKAcKtrr, Secretary.
assembly at Lewiston Friday evening.
It was not many years ago that a man ones were out and a pleasant time re- river road.
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ported.
Bridgton.
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Waterville to attend the funeral of her
of May, and told us it was the
first
8
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The
children
day
met
The Parsonage Society
Thursday,
who has been
finest sleigh ride he had enjoyed for the raised about $10 to buy a flag for their sister Maggie's husband,
with Mrs. John Elden.
sick for some time.
May β —Oxford Pomona Urange, Hebron.
school. It was put up on May Day and is
The Juniors took part in the exercises winter.
May 13.—State Assessors' meeting, Soutl Parts.
Dennis Harriman'n father, George
Hansom Cole enjoys a good spicy joke, a very nice one and the children are
May 14.—State Assessors' meeting. Bethel.
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ΓΙβ says his sjreatly pleased as well they may be.
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School Association, Mechanic Falls.
Ε. B. Knapp fell in his barn a short
earthly noise he ever heard, which seemWe saw the first dandelion April 28th.
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ago, and it is feared some ribs are ed to
still more as well
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frighten
dog
Norway.
Mrs. M. J. Ingalls, who has been visHe is very poorly.
June IT.—Second Congressional District Repub- broken.
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as himself; soon it was repeated; and as
iting at J. L. Frink's for a number of
lican convention, Lewlston.
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the sound was more mysterious than
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ever,
mark.
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Thinking,
was
in the village Monday, calling on
to Kingticld.
New
from
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leon
wits
not best to be frightened out of his
Walling
The Rising Generation.
friends.
Lester Littlehale. who is a merchant
in
E.
are
the
Ε.
the
he
went
to
before
Our New Perfumes.
ChapHampshire
living
being harmed,
Mr. William Rowe has gone to Wolfof some note in Rockland, has been
(jueen Quality.
door, and soon the mystery was all made man house and Mr. W. works for Wm. boro, Ν. H.
at home to visit his mother for a few
opening of Hosiery and Cnderwear.
Spring
himself
A
had
located
clear.
Chapman.
partridge
fine Picture Frames.
Mr. David Seavey, who has been in
days.
John Carleton and wife are living in
near the house for the night, and it was
Great Bargains
poor health for a long time, is said to be
There was an auction sale of domestic
Bankrupt's Petition for discharge.
his drumming that made all the disturb- the ferry house. Mr. Carleton is ferry2 Notices of Appointment.
failing.
goods at the residence of L. W. Kilgore ance.
Mr. Cole says he has heard man this season.
2 Notices of Bankruptcy.
Mr. George Wakefield, who has been
last week. The family are going to
Ben Wight Stearns works for Virgil
drum a good many times but
Wanted.
partridges
on the sick list, is so as to be out again.
Massachusetts to reside.
Notice of State Λ saessor* Meeting,
Burnham.
never like that before.
Mrs. Gertrude Blake Fessenden is visl.ow Prices on Tinware.
Sumner Davis, who lately sold his
Miss Florence Twitchell is teaching
John Titus has been appointed game
To Let.
friends in Portland.
farm in Grafton, has bought the place
iting
at
home
and fish warden; and now, boys, look school at this place, boarding
Rev. Mr. Cameron lectured in the Conowned by Harvey Powers in Hanover,
and
fro
her
team.
to
with
out how, when and where you hunt and :ind driving
HERE AND THERE.
and is moving his goods.
gregational church Sunday evening to a
fish.
Commences his labors as
Full house.
Mrs. Sophia Littlehale has been in
SOUTH WOODSTOCK.
That fifteen minutes' talk with the
pastor of the church May 4th.
With the first of May Hon. John D. town
visiting her daughter, Mrs. oldest man in Woodstock, the other day,
April goes out with a rain storm.
Miss Lena Perkins has gone to North
Fruit trees, plants and bush fruits of
I.ont;, Secretary of the Navy, retired Florence Kilgore, for a few days. She Crosby Curtis, was interesting to one
from that position anil was succeeded by has been working in the family of Dr. man at least. He was born in 1811, on nil kinds seem to have wintered well and Conway for a few weeks.
J. L. Frink attended the 83rd anniout in good condition.
Hon. Wm. H. Moody of Haverhill, Mass. Gehring in Bethel for a year, and will the same
place where he now lives, and come
There has been very little breaking versary of the Fellowship at Portland,
Secretary Long is a son of Oxford County soon return.
has always made it his home. His hearMr. and Mrs. Dennis Kilgore are to
down of bushes by the snow the past April 26th.
of whotn every one is justly proud. He
ing is quite good for a person of that
Mr. and Mrs. Will Johnson are blessed
has won distinction in several lines of move to Poplar Tavern in a few days.
can converse intelligibly, although winter.
age,
with a young son.
J. S. Allen has his birch nearly all at
work
for
F.
and
wife
are
to
Bert
Day
activity, particularly in the position of
so nearly blind as to be unable to read.
head of the navy department. It was the mill. It has been a serious job.
The old gentleman says he is waiting L. Wyman again this summer.
GRAMMAR OF THE LORD'S PRAYER.
The posts are being set for the exduring his administration that our new
Editor Democrat :
patiently for the summons to come up tension
EAST BETHEL.
of the Curtis Hill and Paris
navy, untried in actual warfare, demonI am unable to appreciate the attempt
Farmers have turned their young higher.
strated its state of constant preparedness
Rev. Mr. Brown preached an interest- Telephone line down over High Street to improve on the grammatical construcG. Curtis' place, and the line
and the quality of its ships and men, in stock away to pasture.
sermon at the Center last Sabbath to" O.
ing
tion
of the last part of the verse in the
The river is at high banks and running
those brilliant naval operations which
from the words: "Work out your own through Tuell Town is also staked out Lord's prayer as in Matt. 0:13, in your
with
of
to
connect
North
characterized our Spanish war. Secre- full of logs, pulp, etc.
Paris,
salvation with fear and trembling." His by way
issue last week, by substituting the word
Mr. F. B. Howe is doing carpenter
tory Long retires from the department
wife was present, and it is hardly neces- the above. The line is also being built ire for is.
The paseage reads, "For
Pike's
to
E.
across
Alden
with those troubles which grew out of work for Dr. J. H. Stuart at Rumford.
from
Day's,
to add that her einging, in conthine is the kingdom, and the power,
Mr. Elmer Trask is working on his sary
will
which
us
in
Curtis
that war officially settled, to the satisgive
neighbornection with his own, adds much interest
ind the glory, forever." Here are three
hood a short line to Bryant's Pond, and
faction of the people generally, and leav- farm in this place. He is boarding with to the occasion.
attributes
Jistinct and independent
those in Bacon neighborhood a short
ing a clean slate for his successor. That Mr. and Mrs. Frank Abbott.
which cannot be better expressed than
EAST WATERFORD.
Mrs. G. W. Tracy has been spending
he may enjoy his relief from the strain
cut to West Paris.
in the present form. To avoid verbosity,
The summer schools are under way.
of his official cares, is the wish of all his the past two weeks with relatives in
thine is understood before the words
Miss Annie Jenne of South Paris, again
STOW.
Lancaster, Ν. H.
friends.
'he power and the glory.
With these
Mr. Leslie Brown from Berlin was in has this school. May Whitney of HarMrs. Martha Barrows was sick a few
words supplied we read, for thine is the
rison teaches at Temple Hill; Helen M. ilaye this week with a bad cold.
this place last week.
We
and thine is the power, and
Capt. Clark, of Oregon fame, has been
E. C. Park, administrator, recently Sanderson is teaching at South Harrison; liope it will not continue as she is an kingdom,
This read
thine is the glory, forever.
obliged to decline the position of special met with the appraisers of the property Mrs. Phil Rolfe in Albany.
ild lady and colds are not very pleasant.
with a continuous rising inflection gives
envoy to the coronation of King Edward, of the late Sumner Brown in this place.
Pride Brothers are painting their
We are all glad to see Mies Nellie
:he forceful expression intended.
because he cannot afford the necessary
buildings, shingling the main house, and Walker home after having spent the
S. Stowk.
expenses which he would have to meet.
building a piazza to accommodate the winter in Lakewood, N. J. She stopped
HIRAM.
Our position asa nation gives diplomatic
in Med ford on her way home making her
Mrs. George W. Page and her daugh- family upstairs.
CAPTURED.
COUNTERFEITERS
reasons for sending official representaW. K. Hamlin of the Waterford brother a short visit.
ter, of Fryeburg, are visiting her father,
United States Deputy Marshals Nortives to the coronation, yet our
reMrs. Elkins who has been in Cali- :on and
creamery and B. C. Brett, state agent for
Mr. Marshall Spring.
Hasty last week arrested five
publicanism is so tierce that we can not
Mr. Isaac S. Lowell, while engaged in U. S. separators, were in the place fornia with Gen. Wentworthof Jackson, Italians at Canton, charged with passing
pay their expeuses because we will not a
She reports a :ounterfeit
irrived home Sunday.
mill at Browntield, May 1, sawed his April 24.
A number of counmoney.
sanction a monarchical form of governFrank Wood is building a nice stone tine season and a delightful trip home.
across the back badly.
erfeit bills have been passed on the
ment to that extent. Peculiar situation, lingers
wall
one of Geo. L. Hilton's
around
After
the
Christian
Endeavor
meeting uercbants at Rutnford Falls and other
The Hon. Mr. Thwiecken, of New
isn't it?
Sunday evening, Bev. Mr. Harbutt, owns on that line of railroad during
Brunswick, who passed the summer of pastures.
is
at
for
treatment.
Bean
A.
C.
of
Maine
Togus
secretary
Missionary
Society,
ltM)l at the Mt. Cutler House, has arrived
;he past few weeks, and officers have for
lelivered a sermon that was appreciated iome time been
"All kinds of complications" are prom- for another sojourn in our beautiful
trying to eecure the
ANDOVER.
all.
jy
>ffendere. The men were taken to Portised as the outcome of the belated village.
The glanders has broken out among
Miss Georgia Walker has a new bicycle. and
Mr. Solomon Stuart, who has been ill
naturalization of
Friday afternoon, for trial.
Lawyer Frank W.
the horses in town and it is feared that
Hovey of Biddeford. He was born out- for a year with kidney trouble, is again many will be affected with it. Mr.
EAST BROWNFIELD.
LATE LITERARY NEWS
side the United States, and was brought on the road doing business.
The Rev. Mr. Cameron lectured on
Grover summoned the state veterinaries
On April 29, Mr. Elias Gould, aged 88
A series which should have been
here while an infant, but was not natweek and they condemned three of Abraham Lincoln to a full house on
last
"The
Enchantments of our
tamed
uralized until last month. In the mean- years, (on May 30th) came out to the
his and quarantined two others. The Vpril 27. He begins bis pastorate at the
ilodern Aladdins," if considered solely
time he has been admitted to the bar, post office without a coat, the thermomeMr. < Congregational church May 4.
ones were at once killed.
affected
rom the point of view of romance, is
and has served as Arial justice, member ter indicating 74. Mr. Gould is a reThe circle meets with Mrs. F. W.
Marston lost one with the same disease.
in the May Cosmopolitan. But
of the legislature, county attorney, city markably well-preserved gentleman of
is being used to pre- 1 'oor this Thursday, Wednesday being tegun
Every
precaution
old
school.
hese sketches possess as well a business
solicitor, Ac. Λ mind devoted to legal the
vent further spreading of the disease,
ery rainy.
Eli
Wadsworth
is
his
nterest
C.
technicalities may easily find in the
repairing
equally for clerk and capitalist,
A. F. Johnson has been considering
Grass looks finely—none winter killed
or manufacturer, farmer and merchant,
situation opportunity for all kinds of buildings at Mountain View Farm.
he offer of an opening in Bridgton but
as many prophesied.
["he man who would understand the
complications; yet the fact remains that,
But little farming is being done at 1 ias decided to remain for the present.
[rift of our news in finance and busiDENMARK.
though the reverse sometimes seems
will
soon
to
remove
J.
Deveraux
have
been
sown.
a
few
oats
present, only
ees must read these lives, so full of intrue, still all law is founded on justice
Mr. Fred Sanborn is setting out some
The new church is done and will be ί iouth Norridgewock to live with his son.
and common sense. It is very doubtful iine elm trees in front of his new resiident, of chance, of hard labor and
Trout are plenty.
dedicated in June.
narveious success. As it is, the series
if any court will re-open a closed book, ience.
Will Miller continues very sick. The
Schools are progressing finely.
eceives only the common-place name of
with all the disturbance of individual
Mr. Bern Mozie is building a new barn
Ellis Glen Assembly entertained the 1 ted Men are assisting in the care of him,
Captains of Industry." Each character
rights which must result, in such a case it East Denmark.
A jolly 1 ιβ being a member of the order.
K. P.'s last Monday evening.
writer familiar
i treated by a noted
as that.
The Aunt Abby Medicine Co. are adRiver drivers have come and gone.
time followed.
good
rith bis subject.
rertising their medicines and giving
A. S. Tucker has hired the Harry
NORTH PARla.
lightly entertainments in Odd Fellows
house for the summer.
"WHOOPING COUGH.
King Edward has hail constructed an iall. They will stay here one week. Bacon
Abner Benson has bought a yoke of
Wm. Gregg is putting an addition on
A woman who has had experience
ingenious collapsib.e table, for his own
A district meeting of Rebekah lodges lis barn.
c attle of Ε. E. Field.
use while attending theatres, provided
▼ill be held here the 10th.
Daniel Thorne is at work for Abner v rith this disease, tells how to prevent
Rev. Mr. Keith has gone to Auburn to
with Incanter, glasses, eeffoe cup*, coma ny
dangerous consequences from it.
The May ball at Odd Fellows hall irork on
tenson.
carriages.
children took
partments for cigars and cigarettes, etc. rhursday evening was largely attended,
Mrs. Harriet Richardson died April S he says: Our three
to
Summer
begins
company
appear.
If the king is unable to get the length of , ibout 30
2 7, after quite a long illness; she was * 'hooping cough last summer, oar baby
couples being present.
his arm away from "refreshments" dur" oy being only three months old, and
NORWAY LAKE.
t uried the 29th.
wing to our giving them Chamberlain's
ing the time of one act, surely the subMrs. Corbett is quite sick.
Mrs. Blanche Bradbiiry and Mrs. Ellen
HARTFORD.
will
have
of
excuse
for
jects
plenty
going
There is to be a mock trial at West C ougn Remedy, they lost none of their j
Died, April 27th, Ezra Keene, aged Pottle visited relatives in Bethel this
out between acts.
I 'aria Grange at the next regular meet- F lumpness and came out in much better ;
^ >7 years. Mr. Keene was a hard work- 1 reek.
Lots of fun is anticipated. " ealth than other children whose parents !
Lake
Woman's
Club
were ii ig, May 10.
The
honest
a
Norway
man,
ng,
respected neighbor
this remedy. Our oldest litintertained at the delightful home of
Cyrus Hozelton saw three deer cross d id not use
The lack of material, in this humdrum >nd a good citizen.
call lustily for cough!
» e girl would
lirs. Wm. Jones of Norway by the Bar- li is land one day recently while being
Miss Alley, daughter of Lucius Alley,
age, for the romantic novel and the rorrup between whoops.—Jessie Pinkey >
mantic play, has often been deplored; f ot thrown from the wagon while com- on and Browning Clubs, Thursday. A η ear by at work.
Alabama.
This {
John Cummings was here selling car- B all, Springville,
but when the Honorable Senator Her- i ug from Hartford Centre, and hurt quite
ery pleasant and profitable afternoon
" imedy is for sale by Shurtleff Λ Co.,
ras passed and all departed wishing that ri ages April 30; he was accompanied by
nando De Soto Money of
Mississippi e eriously.
Ε
P. Parlin, South Paria; Stevens, !
draws a penknife as the outcome of a
Mr. Ticknor from Boston has made a hey might have many social gatherings h is wife. He reports a total sale of
0 xford; NoyesDrug Store, Norway.
in
the
worth
of
η
future.
ike
it
in
the
carriages
16,500
with
a
car
early
street
conductor
over
a hort visit to his relatives in Hartford.
dispute
John Wood's family have moved on to ρ ist few months.
a five-cent fare, it looks as if the days of
Wm. Brldgham takes charge of the
The ioe la oat of the laat of the Maine I
April 80, to the wife of Boh Ne vers, a
the swashbuckler were not over yet, by t ottling house of the Hartford Cold Iphraim Wood's farm, leaving another
J
Il kea, and the flabsrmen are happy.
« m.
ioum empty at the Lake,
£ prlng.
Gad, sah !
ESTABLISHED IMS.

She ®*torcl gemocrat,

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Republioan

Wednesday,

11,1902,

Republican

are already taking
bequest of Cecil Rhode·
Hon. Oscar H. Hersey of Portland, for· ι rhich provides funds for scholarship·
for two young
merly of Buckfield, sailed from New a t Oxford University
of the
Fork on Wednesday for a two months t ien from each of the states
are to
trip to Europe, on business and pleasure I Tnion. As two undergraduates
He was accompanied by I e sent to Oxford from every state,
combined.
from his
Robert C. Foster, son of Judge Foster, e very year, and as the incomo
a year to
Thej go first to Madrid, where they ex- e state is to provide $1500
of three

PERSONAL.

for a term
years,
pect to witness the coronation of King e very student
Maine
Alfonso.
Thence they will travel t lie Rhodes bequest will benefit
a
year to
through Rome, Constantinople, Switzer- s tudente at the rate of $9,000
The money may not
land, Paris, London, and other places, t lie end of time. for
or two, but
a
They expect to arrive in London in time t ecome available in year
c nee the plan gets
operation it will be
for the coronation of King Edward.
The lucky appli0 permanent thing.
The friends of the late Judge Wood- c antu will
be determined by
probably
in
mental and
bury, who always was interested
c ompetitive examination,
town, state and county matters, will be
hysical, with certificates of character
K.
his
know
that
to
son, Wesley
{ brown in, something after the fashion
pleased
Woodbury, Esq.,' of Pottsville, Pa., is f selecting representatives to West
working for the interest of good govern- j 'oint and Annapolis. It is likely that

SffOF™ Women

can:

That overtures for peace between the
two factions in the Republican party of ι
the state are going on is generally
known. That Mr. Woodbury should be
the choice of the leaders of the Union
party for the supreme bench, if they are
permitted to make such choice, will
elicit no surprise. His nomination for
such a position would be ideal Republicanism. It would be an unfailing
indication of the healing of all party
differences in this section. It would
give added confidence to the courts. It
would mean that ability and absolute
integrity are not to go unrewarded.
From Pittsburg, which seems to bo
the centre of state political movements
at present, comes the information that
the able arguments latterly made by Mr.
Woodbury before the Supreme Court
first attracted the attention of a number
of leading attorneys and first led to the
suggestion of his value as a future judge ;
of this court. It is only due to Mr. :
Woodbury to state that whatever parti
he has ever taken in any political move-1
ment, has been absolutely without any ,
expectation of reward, and the mention
of his name for a high office is an entirety !
unsought honor. He was found in his
office by a reporter thle morning, taking
care of the interests of his clients as I
his

name

the most

«100 REWARD §100.

The readers of ihls paper will be pleased to
that there lit at leant one >lrea<le'l illeeam

IU
mt science lino been able to cure In all
Hull'» « atarrh
tages, anil that Is Catarrh. known to the
cure
!ur·· le the only punitive
Catarrh being a constltuledlcal fraternity.
lonal «Uncase, require* a constitutional treatment. Hall'* Catarrh Cure U taken internallv,
surcling directly upon the liloo<l ami mucou* the
aces of the system, thereby destroying
Dundatlon of the 'Msease. and giving the patient
astrei gth by building up the constitution and
lstln* nature In doing It* work. The proprleor* hive so much faith In It* curative uowers,
hat they offer <»nc Hundred Dollars for any
of testiaie that It falls to cure. Send for list

Try
Sold

Walter Bakers
BREAKFAST

COCOA

and

Yours

Rockland Courier-Gazette.

REPRESENTATIVE APPORTIONMENT.
The Republicans of the representative
district composed of the towns of Brownfield, Fryeburg, Hiram, Porter and
Lovell have made the following ap-1
portionment of the choice of representaBrownfield
tive to the several towns:
nominates in 1002; Lovell in 1004; Hiram
in lOOfl; Porter in 1908; and Fryeburg in

made

of the

one

trading
Truly,

here.

NORWAY,

j
j

NAVAL CADET.
The new naval cadet representing the I
Second Maine Congressional District
will be Douglas W. Fuller of Rockland.
He won the competitive examination in
the district and was nominated by Congressman Littlefield, and has passed the
prescribed civil eervice examination. He
is a son of Editor W. O. Fuller of the

quality,

ν

MAINE.

BARGAINS !

A SPECIAL LOT OF

'·

money

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

«•EASTERN TELEPnO.VE 111·».

CREAT

can save

STORE,

SHOE

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.

Prices Low for

You

in the state.

largest

——

CROQUET SETS.

50c., $1.00,

Call and look them

$1.50, $3.75.

over.

Keep your Silver Shining:

Established 1780

(

A great large bottle for 25 cts.
Our sale has been
have used it and say it is the best.
going to make it larger by advertising, because we know

Many people

large but

we are

polish

our

Europe and America.

Walter Baker & Co

Parlin's Perfected Polish.

by using

The FINEST COCOA In the World
Costs Less than One Cent a Cup
Thirty-Eight Highest Awards in

is

satisfactory article.

a

ERNEST P. PARLIN t PRDRUGGIST0N

Limited

Next door to Post

Dorchester, Mass.

Fouth Paris, Maine

Ofiice,

BOSTON'S

Refrigerators and Musis!

SHIRT-WAiSTi

DO YOU WANT ONE?
I HAVE ΤΠΕΜ IN ALL SIZES
AND AT ALL PRICES.

I

STORE

South Paris.

W. L. BLOOD,

regular custom each Sprint ι·
l.igh-grado AVIiito Luwu \V»Nl
Tlite season's «.Jicrinu j
a low price.

Tt has boon our

produce

on

HOLDS UP A CONGRESSMAN.
"At the end of the campaign," writes
Champ Clark, Missouri's brilliant con"from overwork, nervous
gressman,
tension, loss of sleep and constant speaking 1 had about utterly collapsed. It
seemed that all the organs in my body
were out of order, but three bottles of
Electric Bitters made me all right. It's

Oxfords $2.50.

$3.00.

of

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE,

SMILEY

Frank Tibbetts, a resident of Fayette
Mills and employed by the North Wayne
Tool Company as a scythe grinder, was
killed by the bursting of his grindstone
Thursday morning. It was done so
quickly that workmen who were grinding each side of him cannot tell exactly
how the accident happened. They went
to his assistance, but he breathed only
three times after they raised him from
the floor, ne was a good citizen and
respected by all who knew him and will
be missed by a large circle of friends.

was

price

You can have comfort for your feet if you wear our
CRUMBS OF COMFORT shoes, price $1.25.
They
look good, feel better and wear all right. We also have
We would like
another kind with a rubber heel for $1.50.
of
all
kinds
We
them.
footwear, also
to have you see
carry
Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases, the largest stock in the County,

His body was
beam in the barn. He had been ill and
deepondent. He was 65 years old and
leaves a widow.

1910. This apportionment
the 20th of April.

uniform

at the

be satisfied with any other boot.

never

COMFORT FOB HOUSEKEEPERS.

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

during Sunday night.
found suspended from a

sometime

you will

pair and

a

31 Market Square,

George M. Graves, a prominent Topsbam farmer, committed suicide by hanging

up-to-date designs,
perfect in fit.

and

J. F. PLUMMER, SSS'

Address. F. I CHENEY Λ CO., Toledo, O.
0-Snld hy Druggists, "ftc.
HaH's Family rills are the best.

ABOUT THE STATE.
It looks as though Maine's contribution to the McKinley memorial fund will
be $1500 larger than the amount the
state was asked to raise.

approved

with welted soles, and

monials

has

leathers, made in

cut from the choicest

■arti

usual, and not at all disturbed by the1

prominence into which
been lately brought.

$3.00 is a remarkably low price for
faultlessly and gracefully made shoe,

this

ment in the state of his adoption. Mr. (
nly graduates of our colleges will be
Woodbury is a candidate for nomination ^ lgible as the advantage of three years
for Judge of the Supreme Bench by the g t Oxford will be
mainly for post-gradRepublican party. The following we ate work.
take from the Pottsville Daily Republi-

the best all-around medicine ever sold
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
druggist's counter." Over-worked, run-down men and sickly women case, Pease piano, 71 octave, almost new,
gain splendid health and vitality from for $185.
Electric Bitters. Try them. Only 50c.
One walnut case Poole piano, almost
Guaranteed by Shurtleff & Co., South
new, for $400, worth 9200.
Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
One second hand Ivors & Pond piano,
walnut case, for $250, worth $300.
STAND LIKE A STONE WALL

:i

to sell at
we have ever
surpasses anything
attempted. This cut represents a
Waist positively worth $1.50, but
in order t" handle a large quantity
we will sell them at only

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
haf,d instruments.

over a

g 1

(

f

1

By Mail
Sc. extra

Order one and if you don't like
it, return it and get your money.

V

Λ

™

,|

6IZE&

j QQ

TmiitoJit

£2 44 4β

Temple Sioi*o? Boston

STORES.

BLUE

Between your children and the tortures
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumof itching and burning eczema, scald- ford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
Our line is better than ever
head or other skin diseases.—IIow? great trade.
why, by using Bucklen's Arnica Salve,
One second hand Estey organ at South
before.
you do nut
earth's greatest healer.
Quickest cure
almost new, for $55.
for Ulcers, Fever Sores, Salt Rheum, Paris,
coat
a
have
but you
feel that you can atford a new suit this
Infallible for
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
Cuts, Burns or Bruises.
&
The
ShurtlefT
for
at
A.
F.
25c.
Co., stops, in nice condition,
$45
piles.
and vest. Why not let us sell you a pair of worsted trousers?
South Paris; Noyes Drug Store, NorOne second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
cannot he
The
we have are very tasty and fashionable.
way, drug stores.
octave, walnut case, never been hurt, patterns
that cost $12">, for $65.
Cheaper
excelled. All worsted trousers $3.00, $4.00,
WHAT THIN FOLKS NEED
One second hand square piano, a nice
$2.00,
$2.50.
Is a greater power of digesting and
one, for $115, worth $140.
assimilating food. For them Dr. King's
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
New Life Pills work wonders.
They

Dress Trousers.

Possibly

spring,

$4.50.

regulate tho digestive organs,
gently expel all poisons from the system, enrich the blood, improve appetite,
make healthy flesh.
Only 25c at Shurtleff &, Co., South Paris; Noyes Drug
tone and

Store, Norway.

Some Foolish

People

a couch to run until It gets beyond the
reach of medicine. Thov often nay. "Oh, u will
wear away," but In most case* It will wear them
away. Could they be Induced to try the purreesful medicine called Kemp's Balsam, which Is
■old on a positive guarantee to cure, they would
Immediately see the excellent effect after taking
the first dose, i'rtce 25c. and 60c. 'Trial tisefrtt.
At all druggists.

Oxford
and
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Court

Directory |

County Officers

for

1901-2.

Supreme Judicial Court.

Third Tuesday of each month except August.

Fryetwrg.

Tuesdays of June and December.

At Ramford Falls.
Second Tuesday of February, second Tuesday I
of Mav, third Tuesday of August, aecond Tuesday of November.

County

Commissioners.

At South Paris.
Regular sctalons Second Tuesday of May. I
First Tuesday of September. Laat Tuesday of

December.

County Commissioners.

John M. Phllbrook, Chairman,
,'onathan Bartlett,
Randall L. Taylor,

County

Bethel.
East 8tonoham.
Mexico.

Officers.

Charles F. Whitman,South Paris, Cl'k of Courts.
County Attorney.
Kllety C. Park, Bethel,
J. Haittngs Bean, South Parla, Register of Deeds.
EcklST Ballard, Fryeburg,
Register of Deeds, (Western Dlstr'U.)
AiUUaon S. derrick, Beihel, Judge of Prob'Ae.
A lb·* D. Park, South Paris, Register of Probate.
Georae M. At wood, South Paris. County Treas.
Jmmm R. Tucker, sooth Paria, Sheriff and Jailer.

Deputy Sheriffs.

Ilenry K. Hammond, Crier,
Jamea L. Parker,

Thaddems Cross,
Albert P. Baaeett.
Cyras M. Wormeil,

L. Flint,
Jamea W. Chapman,
Walter C. Baaeett.
Do· A. Gate·,
Bonelkv A. Barrows,
A. F. Wanes,
Harris L. IlMott,
Joba F. Davis,
Milton Penley,
Fred A. Potter,
Addison ■. Holt,
Kd gar

Wellington Bird,

Maine

gradt*

Business and Work Trousers.

$3.00.

We would like to interest you in

Suits, Overcoats,

Pursuant to a license from the Honorable
I
Judge of Probate for the County of Oxford.
shall sell at public anctlou on Saturday, the 24th
In the foreo'clock
ten
at
A
D.
of
19i>2,
May,
day
an·!
noon, on the premises, all the right, title
interest which Frcclimd Swan, late of 1 Mill In

said County, deceased, had In and to the following described real estate, viz. : The homestead
farm of the late k'rceland Swan, situated lu said
Part··, on road leading from the County ralr
Grounds northerly over High Street, and on the
westerly side of the road, and being all that
part of the old Sullivan Churchill farm that lies
on said westerly side of said road, except about
two acres In southwest corner. The Interest of
said estate now being two-thirds part In common
and undivided lu mid premises, the widow
and
being the owner of the other one-third p-trt,
said premises arc »ubject to a mortgage of about
#75, covering the whole of en Id premises.
Dated this 21et day of April, A. D. 1902.
J Λ 51KS S. WRIGIIT, Administrator.

quality

Coats,

lines of

Hats and

Furnishings.

Noyes Company,

F. H.
SOUTH

Rain

our new

NORWAY.

PARIS,

This Beautiful Gouch,

mon tod

Sn thi'* cut,

Petition for Discharge.
)

}/» Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. J
To the How. Nathan Wkbb, Judge of the Dis-

At Sovtk Paris.

Court of

BLOCK,

South Paris,

In the matter of
JOHN D. 1'OW EUS,

Probate Court.

Fit it

BILI^NGS

Bankrupt's

Second Tuesday of March.
Second Tuesday of October.

At

Wheeler,

W. J.

good

Warranted not
for the celebrated Dutchess, Madrid and Werner makes.
to rip.
Light and dark shades. $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00, $2.75,

Administrator's Sale of Real Estate.

Allow

j George G. Shirley,

j

Maine college boys

i aterest in the

Pari·.

Norway.
Norway.
Norway.

Bethel.

Fryeburg.
Kast Hiram.
Porter.
Love 11.

Dlxfleid.
Canton.

Buckfleld.
Romford Fall·.

Bridgton.

Bethel.
Romford Fall·.
Waterford.
Bryant's Pond,

trlct Court of the United SUtee for the District
of Maine :
D.
POWERS, of Woodstock, In
the County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In
said
District,
respectfully represents
that on the 20th 'lay of Apr., 1901, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to Bankruptcy ; that be has duly surrenilered all his projierty and rights of property,
ind ha * fully complied with all the requirements
af said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
tils bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may he decreed
tiy the Court to have a full discharge from all
lebts provable against his estate under said
bankrupt Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such dlschtrge.
Dated this lath day of Apr.. A. I>. 1902.
JOHN D. l'OWERS, Bankrupt.

JOHN

SEND FOR PREMIUM LUT,
fl

«

New Patterns, Correct Styles and
Never

ELIZABETH X. WEBBER,

1901.

Kxoca l'orna, Portland, Me., Agent.

Low in Price.

Spring Stock
Are

NOTICE.

▲pill lBtb,

so

OUR COMPLETE FULL

hereby gives notice that she has I
duly appointed executrix of the last will

nd testament of
STEPHEN K. KIMBALL, late of Paris,
the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
onds as the law directs. AU persons having
emands against the estate of said deceased are
eslred to present the same for settlement, and
11 Indebted thereto are requested to ma|p paylent immediately.

Me.

Wall Paper and Borders!

The subscriber

een

Portland,

5000 Rolls New

ORDER OF NOTICE Τ HEREOUT.

District or Maink, ss.
On this 26th day of April, A. D. 1902, on readng the foregoing petition. It Is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
ipon the same on the 16th day of May, A. D.
l»2, before said Court at Portland, In said Dis·
rict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that noIce thereof be published In the Oxfonl Demo;rat, a newspaper printed in said District, and
hat all known creditors, and other persons lu
nterest, may appear at the said time and place,
ind show cause, If any they have, why the
•rayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
be Clerk shall send by mall to all known credtors copies of said petition and this order, adIressed to them at their places of residence as
ta ted.
Witness the Hon. Nathan Webb, Judge of
he said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland,
α said District, on the 26th day of April, A. D.
902.
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
[L.S.]
A true copy of petition and onier thereon.
Attest: A. H.DAVIS. Clerk.
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Prices very reasonable.

Dayton Bolster & Co.,
South Paris, Maine.
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Mr. and Mrs. C. W. IVwker and itti β
daughter Muriel spent Sunday with M r.
and Mrs. J. F. Stanley at East Aubun
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SELL THE OLD SCHOOL HOUSE Oi *

STEAB.N8

HILL.

Spring Opening

BORN.

MAINE NEWS NOTES.

NORWAY.

IS MAINE CARING FOR ITS

NO NEW SCHOOL HOUSE.

Maurice Noyée spent last week wil h
friends at Caribou.
David B. Woodbury has his usu; J
supply of choice seeds for the garden I.

SOUTH PARIS.
#OCTH PARIS ΡΟβΤ OFflCl.
oOtee Hours: 61»«ο 7.U0 A. R; ίΛ>

*
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etc.
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social conversation passed a very pleasSURPASS ALL OTHERS.
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school committee. The Paris;
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certain tax deeds held by Henry O.
Kaaes on ball» by Parlln 3, by Hamlin 2. by superintending
the editor said when he wrote some- demon· 3; two-base lilt» McDanlelft, Smith 2 point was sustained by the moderator, Store, Norway.
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over, when the meeting adjourned.
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house,
the repair of the brick
«β wrote something about Judge Mar! the date set for the caw to be runningA. F. Andrews & Sons of Norway exI scheduled until the 17th.
definitely postponed.
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pizen-proof" string beans ami
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motion
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other
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the
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proof.·· We never said it. Neither th« LETTER TO A. C. JONES,
I have sold
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Dear Sir: If you buy paint by
ind would rather be out of coffee ant I of the Bangor Commercial,
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Look out.
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the article.
Co.'s works to
Treasurer'r Office,
The press report of his death does no
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keep your house from rotting? Both over
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CASTORIA
Tin Kind Ton Han Always Bought
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shapes,

piece,

Trunks an·! Suit Cases.
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Our New Perfumes.
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A. SHURTLEFF &
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Fine Picture Frames

™tl£e j

«-«"S

Made to your order.

ΠΕ·,

!

'u^Sedand

Order direct of the maker and

save

to

profits.

I

Western Avenue,

j

:

dam^e

PARIS,

SOUTH PARIS.

CASTORIA
Tin KM You Han Always Bought

For Sale I

ZV»X

Inquire

HAY FOR SALE.
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«'derabirble'

MRS. L. B. ANDREWS,

veryrareoue.^

-—

:

©MLIF (δΟΜΜ.

in stock.

W. C. McARDLE,

keep^
JJi ^

:

(jj) STYLE

first-class framing business

stantly

■

yourself

the canvasser's

Everything usually found with

vSrf.r^.hi.r.™ τ^άίΤι

1

"Work-

manship the best possible.

1

I

ΚΑΒΟ.

jllamaon

.....

homemakers* column.
topic· of lattnrt totbe ladle
1· aoQclted. Addrwa: Editor HoMDUim*
Column, Oxford Democrat, Pari*. Mali*.

ΟοττΗβοικίβοοβ ο»

10Θ.—Trlu(l*.
1. Art of public speaking. 2. To date
■Rain. 3. To receive as true. 4. Belongs to a horse. 5. TJiree-eeventhe of
Ottoman. 6. One-half of read. 7. A
Mo.

DISORDERS;

< BILIOUS AND NERV OUS

^

IMPAIRED DIGESTION,
D150XDERED LIVER and
Kindred
CONSTIPATION,
WEAK STOMACH, ) Disease j FEMALE AILMENTS.
ntscnrh. Α π mini sale over β,ΟΟΟ,ΟΟΟΙΧΧΧβ·.
everywhere, In boxes, at 10 cents and 25 »->
VVVVVVVVVVVV1 3r55T*.wWWWW
SICK HEADACHE,

<

and

)

f

ISokl

(

Disc, Spading
rows, Corn

Pianos and Organs,
Piano Stools,
Covers
AN1>

Books.

Reasonable Prices.!
STOPPED PRC!
Permanently Cured bf
DR. KLINE'S IREAT

\

1 I Ο NERVE RESTORER

N· f tl aftpr ·:·· d*τ um.
i'mmmMim. MTMikJ »r b. mm unUN *ιι4

j·
■

TKIAI. HOTTL.K KH BR

on * ·α O iitrr
f »1I V '. idm who p»»
ffwMn«nx \»'· HIM 7 Uvpurtr* r»ltof tar ai. .Ver
mi l>*i*rdtri
K;>i:·;"» Sm»ra< St. Vn»«
DM.il>. IUM.UM »K.K. Il KU.HI.U.
931 Arch Street. Philadelphia. rwM IKL

DRUGGIST CATARRH
for
io ck.vt
TRIAL »IZK.
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True'swoRM Elixir!

Sat»
are

fiE

better than

AMD ΠA

FOR

Encyclopedia

Don't pay fancy prices when
furnish
"Sateuuia Interior

you

Made by Heath it

not
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Β
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From 1 to 2. a salutation. From 2 to
3. an Instrument of action or motion.
From 3 to 4. belonging to ships. From
From 5 to β, the
4 to 5, to release.
world. From β to 1, a place overprown
with shrubs. From 1 to 4, containing
heresy. From 2 to δ, to trade beyond
one's means. From 3 to G, ordinal of

our

A
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ChiBKcd Circle.

Interest·

papers,

to

drawn inside of a circle. You would
thin'.; at tlrst glance that the circle was
flattened out at the four points where
the corners of the square touch it.
In this you would be quite mistaken.
The circle, which is perfectly round

high

that have

formerly been so?d from
20 to 50

cents

a

and drawn with a compass, exhibits
this peculiarity so soon as the square
Just try It and
is drawu inside of It.
see.—New York Herald.

roll,

which price is yet named

by

some

tories

wall paper fac-

No. 111.—Charade.

through

selling

book agents.

Very curious and Interesting Is the
illusion consisting of a square

optical

before, and this

My KIR9T may rhyme with pain;
My second's made In rain
Without another thing
That flies, as if on wing.
My whole. If we look high.
We sometimes see across the sky.

Our prices

for those papers

are

of the BRITANNICA contains
Thousand Feet of Knowledge
and Information. Occupies Six Feet of
Book-shelf. CALL AT OUR STORE and
examine the complete set. If you cannot
call, cut out this coupon and mail it to us.

now

10 and 12 1-2 cents.

COUPON

I would like full details and
men pages of the New Werner

speciEncy-

clopedia Britannica, complete in 30
volumes, including five volumes of
American Supplement, and showing
illustrations of the library in natural
colors.

Name

Hobbs' Variety Store
NORWAY, MAINE

KkM

Cure
Dyspepsia
what
Digests

Street
State

Ν. B.—The prices and terms are as follows:
No. 1—In Bucknun Cloth, the set complete foj
H.00 cash aud 83.00 per mouth. Price, $13.υυ.
Να a—In Half Morocco, Sl'.OO cash, and H OC
per month. Pnce, t&). uO.
Να S—In Sheep, tan color, S3.00 cash, and 16.0C
^
per month. Price, <75.00.
» 10 per cent deducted from the above prices 1)
Ail! KuiouuC is paid within thirty Jaysafter cqcxudi
oi boots.
For Sale

by

yon eat.

ren

with weak stomachs thrive on it

Cures all stomaoh troubles
Prepared only by E. 0. DbWitt4 Co., Chicago

F. A. Shurtleff & Co

TtoeW-boilue coat insZH Ume· the 50c. attt

HILLS,
Graduate Optician.

VIVIAN W.
Jeweler and

What is It that names a fish, a bird,
a boat, a double tripod, a block, a call
and an animal?
No. UO.—Word Puailea.

Changed words by the addition of a
letter.
1. Change η labyrinth to a species of
corn.

2. Change an island off the coast of
Scotland into an animal or an unfeeling
person.
3. Change an Island in the Mediterranean into faultfinding.
4. Change an outer covering into

quietness.
5. Change abstinence Into plenty.

This preparation contains all of the
Key to the Paamler.
digestauts and digests all kinds of
No. 101.—Evolution: Cake, lake, like,
food. It gives Instant relief and never
kails to cure. It allows you to eat all line, link.
No. 102.—Bits of Boz: Scrooge. Dolly
the f<x>d you watt. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use many Varden.
thousauds of dyspeptics bave been
No. 103.—Diagonal: Education. 1. Excured after everything else failed. Is onerate. 2. Admirable. 3. Crustacea.
unequalled for the stomach. Child3. Massacred. 0. NonenFirst dose relieve·. ▲ diet unnecessary.

Lowest Price· in the

Cameras and Photo

County.

NORWAY,

4. Masculine.
tity. 7. Ostracion.

Supplies,

8. Suspicion.

U.

dlszy

or

drowsy take Bejccham's Pills.

A good name, without any real estate
attached to it, cuts no figure at the
bank.

MAINE.

;

îmerican Lativ

->

33,697

Important

a

to Mother·.

carefoHy mry bottle of CA8TOKT1,
safe sod sore noedy for infants sod children,

ad see that It
SIKE

DAM

—

—

Η ΕIH ΛΤ LA.W. I4.035. Pacing record, 2.05X; turning record,
Sire of Passing Belle, 2.08X ; Jack D., 2.11]^; Scapegoat, 2.1 iX ;
2.12.
Equity, 2.12 Î4 ; Elsinora, 2.12^ ; Keed Bird, 2.14X; and 8 others.

and

Justina, 2.20)

CHIMES,

5.348,

sire of

Manor, 2.04 V : *"d Dare Devil, 2.09. Beautiful Bells, his dam, has nine to
her credit, and her dam, Minnihaha, is the dam of eight.
This horse (American Law) is a very handsome bay horse, grandly bred, the
blood lines the very choicest, of great substance and high finish. He will make
the season at Mountain View Farm, South Paris, Me., at a fee of $25.
For

particulars,

address

EMORY H. MASON. Supt.
ι..»

First Politician:
"Dey say WashingSecond Politon was an honeat man."
tician: "Wot'a dat, Mike?"

and others.

fifty-eight, including Florence Chimes; Fantasy,
2.06; The Abbott, 2.03X ; The Monk, 2.0SX ; Merry Chimes, 2.08X ; and
Ed Easton, 2.09^.
His daughters have produced eight, including Lady of the

I

SO Teen.
Tfca Kiad To· Ban ihnji Boogkt

h Us· for Over

rL01t£JVC£ CHIMES was out of Myrtle that produced Portia
(dant of Peerless Chimes, 2.iS\'). The next dam «as a daughter of
Golddu>t, that also produced Β Lick Golddust (dam of Glendennis, 2.17^,

South Penis. Me. !

ι—é—mwaMB

|

Shall we forgive her if she allows herelf to become "all run down," her face
overed with blotchee and pimples, her
lerves unstrung, her ambition gone, her
deposition morose and fretful?
Dr. Rand's Family Remedy will bring
tack that rosy complexion, that beautiIt tones up
ul form, that elastic step.

he stomach, removes constipation and
tiliousness, drives away those blotches
ind

pimples,

renews

your

impoverished

)lood and corrects all irregularities of

he liver and kidneys.
Try it to-night
ind notice how much better you will
eel in the morning. For sale by F. A.
shurtleff Λ Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's
?ond; Orin Stevens, Oxford.

lace has become discolored by
Uncle: "What are you crying for,
perspiration, it can be whitened thus: Seorgie?" Georgie: "Teacher caned
Soak in solution of castile soap ten 1 ne because I was the
only one—boo-hoo
minutes, then place in the sun, still -able to answer a question, to-day."
saturated with the soap solution, and
"Thie iescandalous,

DON'T START WRONG.

That

tk·

Await

Rtw CoafrcMman'i Wit·.

The rural congressman'· wife, a m bilious to be in eociety and who fondly
magines that election to the house of
■epresentatlvee carries with It the gold>n key to unlock all doors, luurns her
irst and bitter lesson when she discovers that position means something, but
>ersons are everything. Such a woman
*>mes to Washington full of her own
profoundly Impressed with

mportance,
iie greatness of her husband, fondly
>elievlng that the wife of the president,

;he wives of the members of the cabilet, the wives of the senators, will revive her with open arms, that she will
>c Invited to the dinners of which she
tins read in her local paper, that she
ivlll get her name in the newspapers
uid her dresses will be described as
»as that of the governor's wife at the
lust charity ball.
Alas for her disillusionment! She

eft

The eUunch end elegant tteamers, "Go*,
Stale" alternately 'eavc
fîlngley" an«l
franklin Wharf. Portland. ami Ind'a Wharf.
P.
M., dally,Sunday» cscepted.
Itoston, at 7.00
The-β steamer* meet every demand of modern
service In safety, speed, comfort an-i

repeat the process until the
color is restored. It is absolutely
necessary to have the effect of sunlight;

soap and water alone will not suffice.
If the lace be soiled evenly in all parts,
without any special stains, make a soap
solution of tepid water, using either
white castile or Ivory soap. Put the lace
into this, and shake it up and down,
changing the water as soon as it is the
least discolored; do this until the lace
assumes its original color, and the water
is clean ; then gently press it between
the palms of the hands—never wring it—
and rinse in several clean tepid waters;
never use hot or cold water.
It it be necessary to stiffen the lace,
into the last water put a small amount
of sugar, just enough to make the water
feel sticky; or, if more stiffness be desired, dissolve two or three kernels of
gum arabic in a pint of lukewarm water.
Let the lace soak in this five or ten
minutes, then press between the hands
again, and pat until partially dry. Now
it ie ready for pinning; this is the part
that requires patience and perseverance,
and is quite the most important item in

the operation.
Secure a board the length of the lace,
if possible; cover smoothly and tightly
with at least two thicknesses of flannel.
Pull the lace into shape very carefully,
and place right side down on the flannel.
Pin evenly each point or scallop on both
sides, being careful not to pull the lace
too tightly, but just tight enough; after
you think it ie all done, go over it again,
and, I am quite sure, you will find places
for fifteen or twenty pins more. Let
the lace remain pinned on the board
about twelve hours; then remove pins,
and, with a tine needle, pick out each little bead, and you will have a piece of
lace that looks like new—that is, provided you have followed faithfully the
above directions.
Lace handkerchiefs should be washed
in the same way. If they be very much
soiled, a small amount of ammonia may
be added to the soap solution, and the
handkerchiefs allowed to soak in the so-

lution for ten minutes; then renew the
water and proceed as with the white
lace.
In pinning the handkerchiefs great
Place the handkercare must be taken.
chief upon the board, and pull into shape.
See that the threads in the centre run
parallel, otherwise the haudkerchief will
have a twisted appearance when done.
Pin the centre, then pin the outside:
when you can find no other place for a
pin, put in the sun to dry; let the handkerchief remain on the board for a day,
then remove, and you will feel repaid
for your work.
White silk lace which has become yellow, but is not soiled, may be whitened
by first sewing on to flannel and soaking
in a solution of milk and.borax for half
an hour, and then by bleaching in the
Both borax and ammonia should be
used cautiously, as they have a tendency
to weaken tibree.
It ought never to be necessary to iron
laces; but, should one be in great haste,
after rinsing place the lace between flannels, and press with a rather cool iron.
We do not advise to treat expensive
laces in this way.
Sometimes it is convenient to know
how to wash black lace; for, although it
never looks soiled, it is often much
dirtier than we realize. Make a preparation of one ounce, each, of camphor,
alcohol, borax, and ammonia; add onethird a cup of this to two-thirds a cup
of water. Spread the lace on a piece of
black cloth and sponge with the mixture; when thoroughly sponged, proceed
with the pinning as with the white lace.
Black lace may also be washed in equal
parts of black coffee and ammonia, and
rinsed in equal parts of skimmed milk
and water, then partially dried and
pressed between black goods.
Gum arabic water may be used in restoring lace to its original stiffness; but
great care should be taken in stiffening
laces.
To some these directions may seem too
explicit, and to others too discouraging;
but, to me, there is no branch of laundry
work that gives such genuine satisfaction
as the laundering of laces.—Maria Willett Howard in Boston Cooking-School
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Laxative
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«rery box of tko

Bromo-Quinine
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roMdy that
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"I take it that you are one of the men
who never forgets hie friends."
"No, answered Senator Sorghum, who
liad dined unduly the day previous, and
was a little morose; "there is no danger
A my forgettiug my friends; not so long
is

my friends need influence

ΓΟ CURE A COLD IN
lake Laxative

or

usury of traveling.
I
Through tlfkete for Providence, I/oweli,
Vorccater, New York. etc.
.J. F. L1SCOM B, (General Mnimiror.
T. M. r.arllnt, Λ rent.

money."

ONE

Bromo-Quinine

DAY

Tablets.

All druggists refund the money if it
fails to cure. F. W. Grove's signature
F. A. Shurtleff ά
25c.
un each box.
Do.

Pat—Are yez insured, Ahearn?
Ahearn—Shure! An'whin I die, me
mother gets tin hundred dollars!
Pat—What good will dat do youse?
site.
Naturally the volunteer nurse
Ahearn—Why, whin the ould lady
to resign her charge, expect[lies I'll git it all back, for I'm her sole prepared
that his mother would call him to
ing
heir!—Judge.

WHAT IS FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE?
Answer: It is made from a prescription of a leading Chicago physician, and
one of the most eminent in the country.
The ingredients are the purest that

monay can buy, and are scientifically
combined to get their utmost value. F.
A. Shurtleff ϋ Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

"John, the baby has swallowed one of
your pearl studs." "Well, for goodness'
sake, send for the doctor, right away.
I've got to wear that stud, to-night."
A

LESSOîTÏN

HEALTH.

F. A. Shurtleff A
whole system.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Co.

Miss Antique: "They say his dissipations are telling on him." Miss Cutting
(his loyal fiancee): "No; it's his friends
who are doing all that."
we have pleasure
in announcing that Ely's Liquid Cream
Balm is like the solid preparation of that
admirable remedy in that it cleanses

In

reply

to

inquiries

and heals membranes affected by nasal

There is no drying or sneezing.
The Liquid Cream Balm is adapted to
use by patients who have trouble in inhaling through the nose and prefer
spraying. The price, including spraying
tube is 7") cents. Sold by druggists, and
Brothers, 50 Warren St., New
catarrh.

from home.—Beverages.

Do uot neglect to keep your boot·
polished. You can ahva.vs shine at one
end, If you cannot at the other.

It's

"I muet say," remarked the physician,
"your husband is in a bad way. Any
arrangements you want to make—"
"Oh, doctor," she cried, "I could never
think of marrying again."

heavy burdens
of kidney ills.
The constantly
|
aching back
—

urinFoley's Honey and Tar is peculiarly The weariness—Distressing
and
bronchitis
to I
for
asthma,
adapted
ary disorders—All yield quickly
Orin

"And you love your husband as much
as you did at iirst?"
"O, yes, indeed,
so godmore, but he doesn't seem quite
like as he did."

TRAVELING IS DANGEROUS.
Constant motion jars the kidneys,
which are kept in place in the body by
RECIPES.
This is the readelicate attachments.
son that travelers, trainmen, street car
OMELET.
GRANT'S
MBS.
men, teamsters and all who drive very
Melt one tablespoonful of butter; cook mucii suffer from kidney disease in some
in it one tablespoonful of Hour and a few form. Foley's Kidney Cure strengthens
forms of kidgrains each, of ealt and pepper; add the kidneys and cures all
Geo. H.
gradually half a cup of milk, and, when ney and bladder disease.
it boils, remove from the tire and add Hausan, locomotive engineer, Lima, O.,
"Constant vibration of the envery gradually to the well-beaten yolks writes,
of three eggs; fold into the mixture the gine caused me a groat deal of trouble
relief
whites of two eggs, beaten until dry. with my kidneys, and I got no
F. A.
Turn the mixture into a hot omelet-pan, until I used Foley's Kidney Cure."
in which there is a tablespoonful of melt- Shurtlefl A Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
ed butter; cook two or three minutée,
Hubbubs: "Has your wife a good
taking care not to scorch the mixture;
then put into the oven, until the top of cook, now?" Subbubs: I don't know.
omelet
the
the egg is well set. Score
I haven't been home since this morning."
once across the centre of the top, at
the
of
pan,
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no
right angles to the handle
and turn on to a hot platter.
opiates and can safely be given to
F. A. Shurtleff A Co. Orin
children.
PUDDING.
ANGEL
Stevens, Oxford.·

Magazine.

Doan's

A Modern Medicine for
Every Kidney 111.

Vt.,
Mr. T. H. Hughes, of Saxtons River,
& Co., says: "My
employed by 11. F. Locke
and
for
year»,
kidneys did not net properly
or threo
It gradually grew on me. For two with α
much
me
very
years they troubled
back and la
dull, aching palu across my
on my feet for any
my loins. If I stood
across uiy
length of time, I felt the pain
numb.
back more and my legs became
so bad that
back
got
In
my
the
When
pain
on
I
plasters,
I could stand it no longer, put
but they
and I used a great many of them,
relief. I also
only afforded me temporary but they did
used medicines of all kinds,
saw Doan's Kidney
not reach the cause. I
recommended,
Pills advertised, and so well
them α trial, and
that I was Induced to give
store. Tliey
drug
Andrew's
at
I got them
relief. After the treatgave me Immediate
of my
symptoms
felt
any
seldom
I
ment
I did I took u
former troubles, but when
and it soon
few of Doan's Kidney Pills
were not so
left me. My rheumatic pains
have that tired, innsevere, and I did not
In doing
energy
more
had
guid feeling. I
the credit to Doan's
my work and give all
deal
a
me
great
Kidney Pllle. They did
In recommendof good, and I feel Justified
reliable
and
ing them to others as a good

medicine."
all drugDoan's Kidney Pills for sale by
"What are you here for?" inquired the gists; SO cents per box. Foater-Milburn Co.,
visitor at the penitentiary. "For keeps," Buffalo, Ν. Y.
replied the convict known as No. 1147,
with a mirthless laugh.

A REVELATION.
If you will make inquiry it will be a
revelation to you bow many succumb to
kidney and bladder troubles in one form
If the patient is not beyond
or another.
medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will
cure.
It never disappoints. F. A. Shurtleff A Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

wise.

Cook in a

pint

of

boiling

water in

Bargains in Watches!
at RICHARDS' OLD RELIABLE
WATCH & JEWELRY STORE,

double boiler, stirring once in awhile,
till the tapioca becomes transparent.
Flavor to suit the taste. Half a teaa

good. Serve hot
spoonful
with cream and sugar; or, remove from
the Are and fold into the mixture the
stiffly beaten whites of two eggs; pour
into a mould moistened in cold water,
and, when cold and well set, turn from
the mould and serve as before.—Boston
of vanilla

is

Cooking-Schjol Magazine.

HOUSEHOLD HINTS.

Sharpen all kinds of fish
lemon juice.

sauce

with

Steven·, Oxford.

To whom you tell your secret

lurrender your freedom.

using
being
Orin

you

South Parie.

good and

yhuM· •frro'
J*#. mv>tt

»

HtCrrtxpuitfJUe

*

Ιιί,ΊΗ St*J.
rtvtfuJ JuMr
rTavtr.

Λ peîH-cl Remedy forConstipaiio'n, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea

Worms ,Convulsions,Feverishness

nnd Loss OF SLEEP.

FacSunilc Signature of
&&£!&'
XEW YORK.

E. W. CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

Art» nib η I h

? .*"·

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
8Ue or Style at reasonable price*.

Frames.
Also Window &ofDoor
Finish for Inidde

01
If In want of any kind
l ine LumOutside work, send In your order»
for
Cash.
hnnd
on
Cheap
ber and Shingles

·»

ι»

10

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

Work.
Planing, Sawing and Job for
sale.

TMt CtNTAUR eO«»P*f>V. WIW ΊΟΛΛ OIT*.

Matched Hani Wood Floor lioards

W.

E.

CHANDLER,

Malno.

West Sumner

SLEIGHS!

SLEIGHS!
Our Stock

Every Horseman Knows

:

"f

SLEIGHS
has arrived.

that it is foolish to abuse a
willing horse. It is more
foolish to abuse your stomach
and the pains f>f indigestion
will soon prove that to you.
If you arc finding it out for
try a bottle of the

yourself,

Doecriptlon.

Every

Of

Come and

see

them.

H. P. MILLETT,
SOUTH PARIS. M A INK.

CHURCH SlliKET,

TRUE

"LF." AT WOOD'S BITTERS
and be cured.

ΛΛ A I

J

DO YOU WANTTT?
WE ABE NEVER Ol'T.
us λτϊΙΙ

postal or telephone to
you a supply promptly.
A

A. W. WALKER

bring

SON,

&

βοντπ l'ARIS, WE.

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Ilair, Brick,
Sand, «fee.
50 YEARS*
EXPERIENCE

Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.
fkctc'u nml description may
en

Anvnne t■'■ndlne a
whether
null-lily αϊ certain our opinion tree(onimunlen.
Invention n probably patentable.
Handbook on i utente
tlonentrlctiy coiillUontliil.for
hocurlnir
patente.
Oldest
iiirnn·
y
■cut fri'O.
l'aient* taken through Munn it Co. receive
In tlio
uu
noui eimrue,
without
chareo. iu
il nolle,
nolle', wit

ALFRED PEATS & CO.
O

PRIZE

J

>

»«#*£$

WALL· PAPERS

and

Scientific American.

MUNN&Co.36,Broad^· New York
C.
Branch Offlco, C23 F SU Washington, D,

.Samuel Richards,
and

Expert Watchmaker

SOUTH PARIS,

Optician.

—

OS

—

Wool Carpets
to close out odd

patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Wain and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Ferry Property For Sale.

9.

U

P.

W.

photographic
SUPPLIES !

MAXIM,

Ί3 IWitin St., South Pnri*. ΙΊ».
Mull

onlera promptly ίΙ1!β(1
μ»

TOY GRAPHOPHONE.

samples of

show

prize

600

over

papers at

Fifty Cents per Roll
The Best Value Ever Offered

Fiv: Cents to

i?,
y/t»N^^3
,r.

finest proΊ rise
ri!-se patterns are the finest
of American and foreign
ductioiis
j f
»
and are handsomer and of
ij artists,
ςν/; A
can be purchased
than
ιι
v.îiiiv;
'·» r value
•JL ls\ * / f i « \SH ·" " it·
lleri-·cke*
an>Vi
»
À
ν
η
Κ
Λκη
y1.(«
If you wish paper for but one
fl
room or a whole house·, be sure and
J-g-—r,
>*.
Sl.c i|lcse samples .before you pur·

Λ

''

*

/

Iξ

!s

MAINE. if'

A LOW PRICE

can

ρ ittiTiii i.f these new
pr ices ranging from

I.nrce»t cli
A handsomely illnntrated weekly.
a
dilation of any iicientlUc journal, Term», (.1
newsdealer*.
year: four rnontba, fL tk>!d Lyall

UnmLrinu

Pflinkittef

^l&Sac-ν-·

ptci'il
tprri

PAMCDAO

;|

chase.

ArJi5îic Wall -Papers are the most effective, and
least expensive decorations that can be υ ;ed.

ί

Also all styles of Room
these papers.

Moulding to match

Dealer in Pictures, Picture Frames, Music and Musical Merchandise.
Frames made to order from the largest ami
Pianos and Organs.
handsomest line of Mouldings ever shown here.

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER,
K-talillrlio I In I-4I, 'or ov.-r n'lty years ll
WKKKLY TltlBUNK, know:, ainf rcwl tn
l'nl»n.
«Ίΐ Sot. 7,I'.wl, it w.in ehaget to lie

FOR

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

EVERY

MEMBER
OF
THE

Ii'kIi c'a**, uii-to-ilate, Illustrate!
farmer ami his rami y—

»

PRICE

FARMER'S

FAMILY

the Ν KM' \ '"KK
every Slate In the

Wit*

agricultural weekly,

ί.τ the

S1.00

It for less. How!"
a year, but yt.ii can lui
Itr subscribing through yo ir own favorite home ncw-p.tit r.
TIIK ·\Κ ΊΐΙ» ΠΚΜΟΟΙΙΛΤ.
Uotli |ia|> rs one year for f-J.OO.
Sei ·Ι >our οπ!»·ι· aii'l money to TIIE OXiOltl) I>KM<>< KM',
South l'ârls, Maine.

*nni|>l<> copy free.

fcoml your nddri»*

to NUW-YOIIK TIIIBCNE FAK'IEK, New-

York City.

GOOD MORNING!
Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

(PERRY DAVIS')

the seaman's friend, for cholera,
cramps or chills. It acts like magic.
Take no enbetltate. Price 35c. * 50c.

Please Mr. Druggist give me what I
Perry
isk
for—the one Painkiller,
Davis'. I know it is the beet thing on
do
So
»arth for summer complaints.
pou. Thank you: There is your money.

Associate with the
be one of them.

V

/<**· of Ma DrSAKUELPTFCHtR
·S'erU*
/IxStnnn ♦
fbtrkrUt SJtt

The undersigned wishes to s-ell all
Maine. J his boats, ropes and other ferry property at Rutnford Center.
Inquire of proprietor at Rumford
FRANK E. ABBOTT.
Center.

A.

any
Foley's Honey and Tar and not
latisfled. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

nor Mineral.

Ivor Narcotic.

Practical

Kidney Pills,

browned. Turn on to a serving-dish,
Landlord: "The rent of thie suite of
sift powdered sugar over the top, and·
rooms is $50 a week, including water,"
serve with hard sauce or with
Colonel Kentuck: "How much without
the water?"
BOYAL SAUCE.

Mix two teaspoonfuls of cornstarch
with one tablespoonful of butter; add
gradually one cup of boiling water, half
a cup of jam or jelly, the juice of half a
lemon. Simmer Ave minutes and strain.

hard

a

struggle to fight

York.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Rest.Contains neillier

Opium,Morphine

A Hard Struggle.

by Ely

Stevens, Oxford.

Promotes Diçeslion.Cheerful·

ness an-1

Reputation is a bubble hard to blow
out, but easily burst.—Chicago News.

the battles of
life with the

hoarseness.

r*·

Oil.

Harness

eyes,

Healthy kidneys filter the impurities
daybreak,
from the blood, and unless they do this work,
himself
good health is impossible. Foley's Kid- self forgetful, he would tind
and will bareheaded and in dressing gown and
ney Cure makes sound kidneys
positively cure all forms of kidney and slippers, in the Place du Carrousel, igIt strengthens the
bladder disease.
norant how lie came there and miles

Bears the

\

as lon[
use of Eureka

Llternr? Coffee Toper·.
The roll of literary men who have
been passionately fond of that
Coffee, which makes the politician wise
And see all things through his hulf shut

la decidedly shorter than that of the
illustrious tea tipplers, although today
perhaps the difference is fast disapof wits and
pearing. Voltaire, the king
litterateurs, was the king, too, of coffee
drinkers. In his old age he took fifty
his (digescups a day, which sadly hurt
abtion and hastened his death. The
stemious Balzac was fond of the same
drink, stimulating himself with It from
midnight, when he began his literary
when, starved and
till

Always BougN

wears

her lap.
Not a bit of It! The two talked com"They tell me that your boy Josh is
the
said
getting very industrious,"
fortably. without giving a thought to
neighbor.
the stranger, who was still holding the
"Tee," answered Farmer Corntossel,
boy and was wondering, amusedly. Just
in
He
is
"Josh
puts
gettin' right busy,
what kind of mentality was responsithree or four hours a day now tellin' me
I've get an ble for the mother's singular thoughthow I orter run the farm.
idea that Josh is one o' these $20,000 a lessness.—New York Tribune.
year men that the steel trust is looking
for an' can't find."

Λ

Rain and sweat
have no effect on
harness treated
with Eureka Harness Oil. It re·
lists the damp,
keeps the leather soft and pliable. Stitches
do not break.
No rough surface to chafe
and cut. The
harness not
only keeps
looking like
new, out

—Harper's Magazine.

Inroncrrnrd Mother.
A curious incident occurred a day or
two ago on an elevated train. Two
women :> d a boy entered and found
every seat occupied» A kind hearted
took
young woman, who was seated,
the boy, a sturdy little fellow of live
that It
years or so. on her lap, knowing
Is even harder for a child to stand than
for a grown person. She held him for
some time, and then the mother and
friend were enabled to get seats oppo-

The Kind You Sieve

itcanmhlp

tention and cross the golden boundary.
9r If he has no money, but much ability, he will reach his destination by another route, but If lie has neitlirr one
nor the other, If he Is simply an ordinafair
ry member of congress, a very
specimen of middle class, commonplace
Intelligence, the social recognition for
which his wife sighs will never be hers.

An

For Infants and Children.

"Bay

learns that while a congressman may
be a very big man in Ills district he is
was the question?"
:
"Who put the I ι very small man In Washington until
! jleorgie (between sobs)
tie has established his right to be re>ent pin in the teacher's chair?"
garded as above the averrge. If he has
money and tact, he may soon attract at-

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

Claim· and btaatl.iM U· halt. I
I
I'rouii/M a luxuriant growth.
Λ"·ν»Γ rati· te Baatora Orayl
Heir to Ita Youthful Oolor. I
I
dim*··
fchalr
nUlat
Cum κ·.ΐρ

you will

A dash of black pepper greatly imDon't start the summer with a lingerDANGEROUS IF NEGLECTED.
vanilla ice cream.
ing cough or cold. We all know what a proves
vanilla for flavoring add
cuts and other wounds often
When
Burn·,
using
"summer cold" is. It's the hardest kind
.'ail to heal properly if neglected and behalf a teaspoonful of peach extract.
to cure. Often it "hangs on" through
Put sugar in water used for basting , ;ome troublesome sores. DeWitt's Witch
the entire season. Take it in hand right
meats of all kinds; it adds flavor espe- Hazel Salve prevents such consequences.
doaea
of
One
Minute
A
few
now.
Congh
to veal.
Even where delay has aggravated the inSure cure for cially
Cure will set you right.
Add a cup of good date vinegar to the jury DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve effects
bronchitis,
oolda,
grip,
croup,
coughs,
water in which you boil fish, especially j cure. "I had a running sore on my
all throat and lung troubles. Absolutely
if it is salt fish.
eg thirty years," says H. C. Hartley,
Children like it.
tafe. Acta at once.
"After using many
is greatly improved by add- Γankeetown, Ind.
Chocolate
"One Minute Cough Cure is the best
a teaspoonful of strong coffee just ι emediee, I tried DeWitt's Witch Hazel
ing
H.
J.
sough medicine I ever used," says
Salve. A few boxe· healed the sore."
before serving.
Bowles, Groveton, Ν. H. "I never found
The smaller the eye the better the Dure· all·skin diseases. Pile· yield to it
and
so
acted
that
safely
uything else
Beware of counterfeit·.
ι it once.
potato.

juickly."

NMypolilBievt·

BOSTON

«s?

WASHINGTON SOCIETY.

original Jncle(indignantly):
ny poor boy! What

WILL CURE CONSUMPTION.
A. Herren, Finch, Ark., writes,
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
preparation for coughs, colds and lung
No Cure, no Pay.
a cold in one day.
trouble. I know that it has cured con&
Shurtleff
Co.
Price 25 cents. F. A.
BAI8IN AND TAPIOCA JELLY.
sumption in the ffret stages." F. A.ShurtMix together one-fourth a cup of fine leff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
There ie little peace in that house
half a cup of sugar, one-fourth
where the hen crows and the cock is tapioca,
He who laughs over much may have
a teaspoouful of salt, half a cup of
mute.
raisins, seeded, and a dozen of almonds, in aching heart.
blanched, and cut in quarters lengthone
You never heard of
STOPS THE COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.

f

brush.
If the

Tragedian.
No. 104.—Charades: I. Ex-ten-eieve
(extensive). II. Kiss, met (kismet).
No. 105.-Easy Diamond: 1. A. 2.
Spa. 3. April. 4. All. 5. L.
Cream together one-fourth a cup, each,
No. 10U.—Discovered Words: C (sea). of butter and Hour, and stir into one cup
Co., con, on. constaut, a. an, aut, tan. of scalded milk; cook until the mixture
use
antl, 1, in, tin, O. no, pie (plea), le (lea). boils. Beat two eggs slightly, (or
of another), add
No. 107.- Double Acrostic: Primais— one egg and the yolk
of sugar, and, when
Finals—Tom Sawyer. one-fourth a cup
Mark Twain.
well mixed, stir into the first mixture;
Crosswords—1. Minuet. îi. Adagio. 3.
stir in also one-fourth a cup of grated
Rhythm. 4. Knives. 5. Topeka. β. bread crumbs, sifted, flavor with half a
Willow. T. Airily. 8. Induce. 9. Nearer. teaspoonful, or a little less, of extract,
No. 108.-Termination: Age. 1. Page. and pour into individual cake-pans (pat5. ty-pans), well buttered. This amount is
3. Image. 4. Carriage.
2. Rage.
until
Sage. ti. Village. 7. Pillage. 8. Voy- sufficient for five small pans. Bake
the mixture is well set and delicately
age. i). Wage. 10. Dotage.
When

Wholesale and Retail.

supply of water, eoap, and pina, and,
besides, a flannel-covered board.
To illustrate the process, let us take a
piece of white lace; if it has been only
slightly soiled, it can be cleansed by
rubbing in cornmeal, magnesia, or cornstarch, and, then, after allowing the lace
to remain in the meal over night, by
brushing very carefully with a clean

sun.

Xo. HR.-What la It f

Thirty-six

City and

ο

Pond;

lower this year

are

ever

grade

is

Again

ο

ο

ο

ΙοοοΟοοο

Papers!

Wall

Never Before

edition

MAINE.

ο

In Oxford and *<tj;ieent counties.
Salary or
M>muite«lon. Address
THK VICTOR OIL COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio.

has this ?Teat lihrar>·
been within everybody's easy reach, and the chances are
chat when this offer is once withdrawn,
that such an opportunity will

Never

rABIS.

3

o

ο

ο
ο

ο

Are the Beet remedy for Colds, Headache and Grippe. They break up a Cold
quicklv. move the bowels gently, carrying off fever and other poisonous matter
from the system. Guaranteed to cure.
"
Try them. & cuutfl. For sale by

Limited

Delay. 'or

2
ο

SON,

good smack.

No. 112.—Word Heiaion,

Milligan M'f'g Co.,

applies especially

#

at lh·

a

1)0.

Superb Octavo volumes will be
Delivered Free Into your Home. The
balance you can pay in small monthly
installments, But
So do

Ënamels"

BAUER'S

30

Λ

But at his disaster
She laughed and received

your dealer will

Chlu|o.
Also Floor l'aint, Floor Varnish, Coach
and 6par
Varnish, Muralo, Ac.,
Masury's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
For sale by,
4

than

°.ffer

Her comrade, familiarly
To hU cranium got a sad crack,
Requiring a plaster.

price as ordinary paint.
IlKKKK Color card and our booklet, "How to
ICeiuruUh the Home Without Buying New Fur-

*ame

Britannica

ThAt ώι"

Another. In story named
Oncc went with her brother to fill
Their ma's wooden bucket;
By very bad luck It
Was split, and they rolled down the hUL

The surface is nonbeautiful tints.
ibsorbent and can be kept bright and
I'lean by wiping with a damp cloth.

SALESMEN WANTED

The New Werner
Edition of the....

IL

paint.

V A. ShurtleffJk Co.: A. Dudley, Bryant'*
Ortn Sievena, Oxford.

$1.00 CASH

Bear In Mind

[nails

They work easy, make a smooth surface, and any one can apply them to
nails, ceilings, inside woodwork, panMany
tries, kitchens and furniture.

COLP'tHEAD

protects the Membrane. Restores the Sendee ot
Taste and Smell. Full Size, » centa; Trial elite
10 cents.at > 'rugglsU or by mall.
ELY BROTHERS, 36 Warren Street, New York.

Ill—Em? Panic Po«m«.
I.
There was & young damsel so good
They made her a pretty —,
But a fierce cruel beast
Of the dear made a feast.
For he on politeness ne'er stood.
No.

win np«l worms if they exist, and prma vale· ■
able tonic If there sxv no worms. «*· m irauli«s. ■
iu
pt. j. r. Tmci a c·.,

an· I

heal» the 'llae:t»e«l
membrane.
It cures
catarrh
an<l
drives
a cold In
the
away
heat! quickly.
U Is
absorbed. ileal· an<l

who

one

Worms?

ΗΟΓΤΗ

Gives Relief at one·.
cleanse*, soothe*

humming noise.
4. Doubly behead and curtail

Walter A. Wood

S. P. MAXIM it

Ely's Cream Balm

Har-

Planters, Cultivators, &c.

niture."
ASK

Spring-tooth

and

carries and leave a common verb.
5. Doubly behead and curtail aromatHarvesting Machinery.
ic
Ferflavorings and leave a cold subloads
of
full
car
three
In
stock
We bave
tilizer·. We carry four of the leading brands.
stance.
C. 1 >oubly behead and curtail a near
A. W. Walker & Mob,
Mai··.1 relative and leave a common word.
«oath Pari·,
Mar. 11.1'.iOl.
When the six remaining little words
are rightly guessed and written one
below another, the central letters, reading downward, will spell the name of
a place where many go one day In the
with
troubled
worm*,
Many children are
week.
and treated fur something else. Λ few do··· of Β
We

Κ

ΧΙΟ.—Doable Doeklasa.

Answer: Pr-aye-r.]
1. Doubly behead and curtail fixed
and leave a unit.
2. Doubly behead and curtail a near
We can show too some of the beat swivel and relative and leave a common article.
«nil side plows to the market, both In steel and
3. Doubly behead and curtail certain
woo*', beams. We have
books to hold photographs and leave a

South Paris.

S

Ko.

[Example: Doubly behead and curtail a supplication and leave always.

for

headquarters

We ar«

instruction

letter.

HCW TO LAUNDER LACE AT HOME.
In the laundering of laces, as In the
washing of all clothes, care should be
taken in examining each piece, and in
mending all holes and weak places.
The aoing-up of laces is really vçry
pleasant work, but it requires time and
patience; there is needed, also, a good

SHALL WE FORGIVE HER?
God's greatest gift to woman le pereot health. When the values and cherches this priceless boon you will see
ter blessed with a beautiful face, a clear
ad unblemished complexion, a well
ounded form.

NOTICE.

Notice la hereby given that I (hall not occupy
he part of my farm known aa the "Eat te re Lot7'
itid therefore «hall not build fence around the
( «nie, which will hereafter be known aa wild
and of Maine.

H It RM AN

West Paris, April 18,1901.

McKKEN.

Wanted.

Peeled pulp wood, spruce, fir, and hemlock
ο be delivered on cars at B. R. station, West
Paris, South Parts, Oxford, and Norway,
'eelea popiar to be dolivered on cars at R. ft.
itatlon West Paris, Bryant's Pond and Locke's
£. W. PEN LEY,
Kills.
West Paris, Maine.

CBIiMfs Greatest Entertainer
tost Fascinating ot all Toys
tkaraara cklMraa tfcere ahouM a I m be

A TOY ORAPHOPHONE
nursery songs

purs band musk

REPEATS MOTHER GOOSE RHYMES

Send $1.50 end the TOY will be
delivered expressage prepaid.

«Ill Ρ

164 Τrem ont St., BOSTON.

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway,
CASTORIA For infants and Chîdrei
Du Kind You liai· Alwajs Beogbt

016

*

